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ABSTRACT
This exploratory study d signed to disclo DeW direotiona
tor turther research and practice in the field ot juven1 linquencyo
By' exploring through limited depth interview the attitudinal as
of authority, fear, aspirations for the future, obstaoles to be O~ r-
come, capabilit1e , societal ideals and therapy the project attempteds
(1) to elicit~ from adjudged juvenUe delinquents, 1n£omation d1fter-
t from that usua14" soueht by public social agenci s and (2) to
evaluate the depth interview techniqu as means of eliciting such
material.
Specific criteria re established for choosing fifteen inter-
vie es, selected from three methods of dealinp, with juvenile delin-
quency: probation, institutionalization and parol. Depth intern. WB
were conducted in a laboratory setting with which the snondent
were farr.iliarized prior to the interview. Open-end questions a110 d
latitude for pursuing the boys' spontaneous responses. The degree of
obse" r reliability was based on the use or standardized schedules
on which each observer evaluated the responses of each interview e.
eonclu ions which tended to substantiate prior findings liere
tJ'lat generally these delinquents had a low self concep and had the
most dirriculty in interpersonal relationships. Although they saw
their problema as being internal they proj ted their troubles onto
external factors. Notic ably minimal re identification .. th parent
figures and ability to plan f or the .ruture •
Further examination of the discrepancies between the delinquent t
frames ot reference and those o~ the lem nts of society cone med
with delinquency, and the current efficacy of social work technique
in treating the problems of delinquency ere indioated.
Findings of this study suggest that further research into all
seven attitudinal areas would help to clarify the problems and trea
ment of juvenile delinquent 0
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E OF TIrE m;mr I T.FRV IN
OF DE" I ~QUEIJT BOYS: A
• 'IT I '0 A tJmS
PLORATORY STUDY
C IAP.rER I
NTRODUCTION
This an xplo atory udy, the purpos of hleb o· fold
Th first i an at pt 0 e1 ci new in!orm t on
delinq ents r ga ..
to ucll ar a s authoritY' tea ociety d ther p;y which may
u £ul for future studies 1 ting to jU~ nil dclinqu ncy ough
Vthe use of the del' in rvie" second is to ure the r ll. bil-
ity and feasibili y of the pth intervi w technique in liciti g
informatio fr m juvenile linquents. Sine th n her 0 subj ct
in this at dy s limited and annot thought of in rms 0
quacy or random 9 mpline he reaear p;ro p does not xpect to
termine any overall attitudes of ju eni e de inquen 0
---Thi rese h is not dirac· d toward studying th inter-
viml as a diagno tic too nor as a method of t eatl'l1e t in in .'" id
cases. t is not conee ed uith th epidemiolop,i.cal) demor.raohic 0
ecological aspects of juve ole delinquency nor with seeking olution
or maklng recommenda ions 0 Thi study i concerned ~ith s rching
to inform ..tion hieh could be indi ative or new wa:y of hand ng
juvenil , ne di actions, dimensions and 1m lica ions fo f th
tudy while holding to the canon.. of reliabilityo
!&Ckground
Ju~ nile dellnqu ncy i
2
p oblem of inte one • In
ethIihe United States, the wo m J.n genc1
Federal Bureau of In stigation and the Children0s Bur u. Ho,t.rA1:ft:l'Pt
8Vi n the reported data are not ...·molly reliable becaus of nume OUB
variables. Block and Flynn list thea variables a (1) lack of uni-
torm reporting and the ab ence of co.'1lpulsory regi . ation of del1n
Quant offenses, (2) vari t on in court prac ice in c1 s ication and
ferral of delinquency and behavior problem children, (4) institutional
differences in :receiving children for care and the." m thods of
reporting and (5) differences in police administration fo handling
of juvenile offenses brought to their attention 1
Neumeyer reported tha", in 1959 12.3% of the total D\UI1be of
handling of delinquency, 3) va ~at ona in the co garding e-
arrests were parsons under eighteen years ot age. This p can··age
represen'ood 63.3% of the to 1 arrests for auto th tt, S2.L% of thos
for burglary, 48.9% of thos or larc ny 30.2% or those ivi..ng
and possessing stolen property and 26.2% of tho s for obbary.2
Cassell reported that in the United states one out of ery
five boys had a delinquencY' record before they \ eighteen years of
age" with about five times as many boys as girls involved.)
In 19$6, Kvaraceus pred':'oted that the post World War II wave ot
population would reach t..1-te econdary school by 1960 and increas the
enrollment by about 32% over the 1949.50 enrollment.4 He also indi
eated this should result in Q compal"able inc ease in the incidence of
delinquency, but the increase in delinquency in the past, few years h s
3
been more than four times the population increase.
Class enumerated six major changes in the juvenile delinqu ney p t
tern: (1) today juveniles begin delj.nquent activities at an earlier age,
(2) there is a shift from predominantly urban to an increasing percent-
age of rural children, (3) there is a shift from predominantly lower
8ocio-economic groups to an increasing number of middle class children,
(4) there is an increasing ratio of girls to the formerly predominantly
male delinquency, (S) cultures that had formerly seemed resistant to
delinquency-producing foroes have beeun to succumb, and (6) the char-
acter of the offenses have become more violent in recent years.'
The Children's Bureau reported that except tor a slight decrease
in 1961, juvenile delinquency has increased steadily since 194006
New aims and new, more effective methods of dealing with this prob-
lem are being sougtlto There have been many studies done but in spite of
concern and efforts, juvenile delinquency continues to increaseo Albert
K. Cohen has said.
nIdeally, we should like to see systematic research, prob-
ably employing ftdepth jnterviewO and ~rojectiv.e! techniques,
to get at the relationship between status position and aggres-
sive dispositions toward the rules which determine status and
toward persons variously distributed in the status hierarchy.,,7
One study reported by James Ro MacKay used the depth intervie
technique in eliciting information from boys as to the meaning of
their drinking experienceso8 This study showed that because or se
vere emotional problems, all of these young addictive drinkers drank
excessively in opposition to their Olnl personal beliefs and to the
rules of the society in which they lived. Each of the boys lias inte -
vie\i'ed individually by pStJchiatric social r10rkers t,fho focused on
li~iting h~ opinion , hi
ile 0 Of" th a ntio ed studi p in r
~Pi w,t }'\,niqu and so I t· it es none t oIly de in d
either They have howeve I dd d to knO\·.rledp,e of the uses or
techniques
A study particularly pe tinent to this explor tory study was one
undert en by Kenneth Polk at the reque t of t e Netropoli Youth
Commission in Por land, Oregon. for use in pl ning se' ce to
d linquent you hol3 Prelimi.!'ary' findings we • (1) about thre
ourt..hs of juvenile delinquents are male (2) nine :y pe en ot
linquent males commit their offenses ithin a group tructu »
(,3) delinquencY' involving violence 5.s not present a significant
~ e (4) minor off nse such as runaway and truan y count to
nearly half of all offenses and (S) while there seam to be oncen
t ~ticn of delinquency in the lower economic groups the is Jittl
difference in the tyue 0 offense in t e various e 0 ornie leve ~
His study -lent on to com are delinquency rates in various reas of
the metropolitan cornmunity~
The chairman of the Het opolitan Youth COJrunission suggeste tha
the School of Social work in Portland could contribute additional
data or a viewpoint on juvenile delinquency differen:;: from the find=
ings of the Polk study 'llle !·~et opolitan Youth Commis ion. est 1>-
lished in 1961, opera-tea B advi ory a"ld study body' interested in
youth and juvenile delinquencJ 1<1ith a focus on pre nt on of juvenil
lin uency The Schoo of Social Work agreed to participate in the
study pror,ram of the Commis ion by sugr:esting that graduate students J
a one of the group re~earch proJects, do a stuqy of juvenil
6d linquency using the dep inte . ew techniq •
nDepth interviews i th delinq ent ju niles s a ans of di.
covering dimensions for further study as chosen by the faculty
and therapy.
frame of reference was limited to the psycho social adjus ment of h
juvenile delinquent intervie :eG8. In this study, the group va
erence is the ps.ycho octal djustA social workeros trame of
nique in eliciting from jU anile delinquents information regarding hi
students decided to p rticipate in his study. ~
The group decid d to explore seven attitudinal are with· jUv n
ile delinquent interne e: authority, rear, pir tions J obs clea
or problems to be ove co , talents or c b11iti s, societal id 1s
on of the group research proj ct to be undertak n by stud nts at
th graduate School of Social ork at Portland St te College. Nin
interested in determining the usefulness 01- the depth interview tech-
ment or individuals, groups of pooDle or c rmnunities. This group a
Rationale
. ...
psycho-social problems. This information could be different from that
"usually" sought by social agencies. It is exoected that intensive
or attitudinal dimensions explored by the group will add to the
existing extensiVi information regarding juvenile delinquency d
will suggest supplementary programs tor more effective prevention and
treatment of delinquency.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a more detailed
oXBlllination of the rationale behind each of the 5 van areas 1 cted
7by the group for more intensi: study. These as er among many
suggested by a review of ·the literature experience of members of
the grouo and interests of the agencies involved in the project.
Some of the general factors of selection were: promise of new
leads) applicability to the sample to be studied, potentiality for ob
jectification or estimation of subjective reactions on the part of ob-
servers and hai~ne the qualities of both theoretical and aoplied values.
1. What is a delinquent s attitude toward aU1ihority? This area
-....-.- --- .. ... .. -- ---
of exploration was sug~sted Qy executives of the Multnomah County
Juvenile Court and the I1etropolitan Youth Commission as a problem
area which needed to be axolored. The research group, of which seven
have had some experience in the field of j uvenile delinquency, greed
that this area would be a pertinent area to study ina.smuch as atti-
tudes of juvenile delinquents to'Hard authority, as discovered in the
study, might lead to new ideas or give a different slant to old ideas.
It might thro"'1 some light on l'mether the boys viewed their counselors
as positive or negative persons The group exuected that information
elicited from the juvenile delinquent intervie\1eeS would give orne
indication of characteristic attitudes toward authority Which will
lead to further study
2 0 .2£~ !! ! delin9uen'~ fearful? This quest on as suggested
Qy a representative of the Metropolitan Youth Commission The re-
search group decided that this attitudinal area nIir)lt be meaningful
and significant in a boy's behavior pattern. It was expected that the
8group ould rind f a.r of lon linese d a eel n of rootles e
which might be an inlportant factor in juvenile elinquency Furthe
research might detennina the importance or p evalenc of these fears
among others
3 ~!!!..! ?elinguent t aspirations f2!.~ future? Thi
was a question sugp,ested by the superintendent of MacLaren School £0
Boy 0 The research group concurred that this would be interestin,
rtinent subject. Exploratory research could lead to info tio
which would show whethe the boy s ambitions were adequ te, reali tic
or unrealistic. It as expected that further study in this are ,
eS!'8ci lly with regard to possible educative practices in boyall in-
stitutions, would be indicatedo
40~~ .! ~linquent think !!! obstacles which E! .~eds ~
~.!ercome? This was a u stion hich by coneen 0 the research
eroup was thought to be important and pertinent. Wo ld a delinquent
feel that his "record" was a problem to be overeons? W~uld he f 1
that the problem "Jas to change his 1eh vior? What d as the d linquent
see as major problem areas? It W&S .expected that explo at.ory search
would yield information which l'rould need further stu y egarding
delinquentQs view of his problem areaso
So~~ ! delinquent !!!.!~ E! !:!! .:!=2 offer? It was
group oision to explore this area, especially in terms of the delin-
quentOs elf-eoncepto What capabilities or talents, if any, do s a
delinquent think he has? Does he recognize the cap bilities he has
9or does he de~ cate his ab:Llitie? It should b pt in mind he
that one of the criteria in sleeting le mall ample of delinquent
to be interviewed was that they be ot at least avera intellectual
capacity Results from this preliminary research could 11 ad to
further study regarding the relationship of low self-concept to
acting out in delinquent behavior pattern'-".
6.~~ ! delinquent.!!! !.. !!! ideal societ? Th group
decision to explore this are w s based on an ttempt to 1nqu into
what a boy sees as his ideals as well as inquiring into his relation-
ships with his family. peer groups and adult figures in his nviron-
manto Would he want to chanee hi.s environment if he could? If so,
how? Does a delinquent see himself differently in relation to his
world than do others? Does each delinquent have a difle nt concept
ot the world or do delinquents tend to have similar concepts or the
world which might be different trom that of non d linquents? Further
studies mtght be indicated which would explore whether the delinquent
behaves realistically in relation to his concept of his total enviroDC3
ment as well as explorine whether his concept of the world is real-
istic.
7~ ~~ ! degnqu ~ !!!. .!!~~ ther PY !2!:~? Thi
question was suggested by e:xecutives ot th Me opol1tan Youth Co -
mission and the Hultnomah County Juvenile Court as an are for
investigation 0 This area is related to that of authority in that
responses elieited from the juvenile delinquent interviewee may give
information for fUrther study regarding the counselor's rore in the
10
seven areas on which the exploratory study was concentrated. Areas
such as sex and intimate family inter-relationships were avoided~ not
as will pointIt vas expected that exploratory research ot th se
up directions for further stuctr.
These seven areas were chosen by a consensus ot the group as
those lJhich would be the. most pertinent, the most in res ing, the
most significant and the most researchable this group could exolo
within its limitations ot time, experience and financial r sour s
boy' 8 lite. Directions for further study a to ho counselo might
be more sElective in their dealings with juvenile delinquents may
indicated.
Devel0PP!nt 2! Foc~
From the beginning of the project, it was understood by the grou0
that this was to be an exploratory study or the depth interview and (
its 'applicability in stud1ing attitudes (see definition of a titu a,
p.l~) or juvenile d linquent8. In or r to discove the usetuln s
of the depth interview, the group decided it ould be nec seary to
study the content of the interview.
The group of nine students discussed areas sUfMested by the
14etropolitan Youth Commission and other professionals involved in
'Working with juvenile delinquents~ made additions and tomulated the
because they would not be meaning1'ul ar asJ but becaus mater! 1 migh
be inappropriately exposed which l<lould necessitate tollow-up t a jM(!nt
interviews the group was not prepared to provide. Also considered
was the fact that the interviet<l could become emotionally charged and
,thus bi the r pon es.
rn di cussions of the even a as, the group conclu d th in
orde to be able to ana1¥z t.he effectiveness of the d p in
it would be necessary for the intervie r to follo a questionnaire
so that there would be a basi for camp rison for interviews in
eliciting responses in ach of the even as. The cision
reached, also, that in or er for the depth intervie to be utiliz d
the questions used must be open nd d.
Each student submitted q 18 tion rom which a 'q estio va
prepared 0 A schedule fo' ly'zinR the boys' respons s ~ dev! do
Thes will be discussed in mo ta 1 in Chapter IIIo
General Approach
Because of limita ion of time and r ources J th oup lirnited
its' testing of the depth in me techniq to adjud d male lin
que: ~,ts I ges fifteen to evente n, hose s1 nc lrI. th
Portland, Oregon, mst oPolitan area. The Kenneth Polk study, which
sho d that three out 0 ,'four' referrals to the Ju ni
male subjects, was a consi ration in limiting the subject s to JYl.a es?
In order to discover differences or similarities in attitud s of
juvenile delinquents, the group decided to interview five boys c -
rently on formal probation, five who we institutionalized and five
who were on parole from th institution There were no limitations
as to the kinds of offenses the boys had committed nor as to th
race or religion. Other cr1·~ri.a for choosing intervie e were that
they must have at least average intelligence, be fairly' comfortab e
in ~xp sing the selve verba y, inR a
quick apport and h e a hip,n 1 kelL~ood of sincerity in e
interne 0
Because of these criten-a, the umber of ubject 1nte~ 'Wed,
the selection of traits to· be explo ¥d and conditions
the con ct of the intervle I aims 01' th study should
de" neralizQ ion not III d bY' the f'1ndings should not be
at rlbute to any juvenile delinq ency opulat1on t large
On the basi of tJle e c iteria and av 11abi11ty of e bo
£1 probationers w chosen by per ofl..nel of the r1ul omah Co ty
Juvenile Court, the other ten interviewees by MacLaren chool tor
Boys 0 N case history mate al on the boys as reque ted nor p 0 ....
vi. d by eit,her ar,encyo
Th interviews were conducted in a 1 boratory tting at th
School or .;>ocial 0" k, ~Jd.th e rna e of 8 one way Vis on irror and
a tape reo rder o Ii pre.in ..l..ew br' ef ng waco e:LVi n to each b ry in
wh ch he was familiari d . th the physical setting
or the group of nine social work students, on 0 ly serve a
inte~ewer throuehout the series ot interviews ~ The others com
pl ted soh dule on:hi n lysis r the interview nd its c n en
would be - d The observers
attitu es and idea wel"" d f am wh t he had ve el
as hat he had indicatec: by hi postu e, facial expression t ne of
voice, ls. ncy of response and other 0 servable ch acteristi 60
In tha epth intervie with th boys thel~ was no a tempt made
at a. tme t nor at psycholo ) ca an lysis 0 It was e lain d to
13
each boy that so far as this study was concerned, h would
his anonymity and any personal in!ormation which came out in the
interview would be considered confidential In the p -intern
briefing sessioDJ he was given information that he would be partici-
pating in a project which hopefully, would contribute new knowl dge
about juveniles who get into trouble with the 1a • the purpose being
to mow better how to help other youth. A more d tailed discussion
of the process will be described in Chapter III, I\1ethodology.
nelinition of Terms
-
~n which one person, the interviewer, ttempts to elicit intormation
o expression of opinion or belief from another person or persons jI)n14
In attempting to arrive at an operational definition ot "depth
interview" the group had dif'ticulty in its search of the literature
to find a clear-cut defini'tion. A research interview has besn
a face-to f ce ver 1 interchange,fined by Dr. H11111p Fellin
Robert K. lI.erton and Patricia L. Kendall 3ay that,
"Depth, as a cr!terion involves the elaboration of affec-
tive responses--depth of comments may be thought of as vary-
ing along a continuum. At the lower end of the scale are
mere descriptive accounts of reactions which allow little
more than a tabulation of positive or negative responseSe At
the upper end are those reports which set forth varied psycho-
logical dimensions of the experience•••symbolisms, anxiaties~
rears. sentiments as well as cor.nitive ideas n15
Raymond Lo Gordon sug~sts that the "depth of any 1tem of inf'or-
mation depends upon its meaninfl for the respondent, which in turn
depends upon his perception of the relationship bet een the information
and the total social context in which it is g1veno,,16 He sugeest
probing to facilitate associatioDo
essm nts of his trengths and akn sses an no t aUn nt lllVO d,
afraid? J
in l ch th-ould be "an in
tuo the purpos s
fini i n 0 a denth inte
Viewer might then ask, "Is it punishment of which you
to e1101t further respons trom the boy
Th depth interview us d in this tudy differs f'ro a cas work
interview in that the is no diagno is of the boy' 8 p oble .t no
immediat response of the interne ee i sUbj ct d to-further ques
tionine" or probinR, by the . te vie II fI To illust ate, u po th
intervie r is attemptine to eli it information regardine what de-
linquents fear. The ques ion miRht be eked" "Can you 11 m na
you are afraid of?" The ooy's response might , When I8 doing
omething wrone, rim afraid I'll get caughto" The in rvie r ould
th n pursue th" "What do you think ill h ppen to you wh n ge
aught.?" The reply gilt be, "Ill have 0 be puni ad I The 1nter-
nor does the intervie\i move at the client 9s pace o
r4art He newneyer sta.tes that nth term juvenile delinquency
de.ries precis efini ion," but that "legally it means t at juvenil
has violated a national, state or loca.l law that applies only to non-
adults 0 ~ la that applies to all age groups and is cons! d a
cr:ime if committ.ed by an adult n17 I Richard Perlman says that
ju enile elinquency "meanC! different thines to if£ere~t peopleou18
ilLegally," he Roes on to a sert, Us juvenile delinquent is one ho
cOlllnit a delinquent ac as .1'ined by law and who is adjudicated as
such by an appropriate court "
Witmer and Kotinsk3' suggest that "the concept of juvenil delin-
quency belongs to a fan"d.ly ot blanket concepts which obscure rather
than clarify our understanding ot human behavioron19 Sophia Robison
recognizes the ambiguity of the 'Word delinquency and sUf'.gests that
"For anT study made in this area••• (there is) •••the necessity ot
limiting the operational concept to a relatively narro , but specific,
de£inition.,,20
The definition ot Itjuvenile delinquent" as used in this study 18
"a boy who has been brought to the attention of the Juvenile Court,
who has been adjudged by the court to have committed delinquent ~t,
who has been made a ward of the court and has been either placed on
tormal probation or committed to liJacLaren School for Boys, the state
training school for boys in Oregon."
Bec use the group is studying three classifications of juvenile
delinquent boys, it seemed appropriate to includ definitions,
used in this study, tor clarification and differentiation of th s .-
The first group, formal probationers, are defined as "those boys who,·
as a result of a delinquent act or acts, have been declared wards of
the court and placed under the direct supervision of a Juvenile Court
counselor." The second group, institutionalized boys, are "those
boys who, as a rerult of a delinquent act or acts, have teen declared
wards of the court, are currently under commitroent to,. and residing
t MacLaren School for Boys at Woodburn, Oregon." The third group,
parolees, are defined as "those boys who, as a result of a delinquent
act or acts, have been declared wards of the court, cOITJlnitted to the
care and custody ot HacLaren School for Boys, and subsequently have
by that institution n
~ "attitude," basad upon Webster's Unabrid d Diction d
a dictionary of psychological and psy hoanalytical terms. it will
be meant, for purposes of this tudy, as fttha t which · ndiea s tl
bo1'9 s expressed manner of actine, fe ling, thinking or opinion
i.rl£ rred from hi verbalizat ODS, facial expr s ion , postur to
of oice, latency of r sponse 0 other observabl Signso 21»22
Five other operational definitions of ords were approved by
group discuasiono "Cont ol,n as u ed in the rating schedule (
appendix) refers to "control by a person or object with the power
to restrain" regulate or p,uide the behavior of the boyo" "Fea" is
a "feeling of anxietyJ atjitat,ion, dread, uneasiness, consternation
or alarm" "Aspirations" are the "boy's ambitions dest s, hopes
or wishes for the future If "Therapy" is a "process wh reby the boy
can come to understand his problems and be helped to improve his
social adju.~tment and management 01' his o\m onduct." "Ideal soc·ety"
is nthe perx8ct vlorld as seen subjectively by the in !'Viewe soli
been ed un er
16
pervision of riel co C! lor mp
General OVerview .2! .!:!!! Stucf
The remaining chapters ·~r.i.ll report th.. study substantiv 1y0
Chapter II will review the search of the literature rtinent to the
yen areas under study0 Chapter III \\,1.11 describe th me·t.hodo ogy
as it doveloped and as used by the group, including a description
of the laborator"J setting and its possible inf'luence 0 the findings"
Chapter IV ill present the informaliion eleaned f em the interviews,
sion
hap
7
lye nd
c nclus·on reache y the
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CHAPl'ER
HE ~ OF THE LIT-.. ......
The purpose ot Chapter 0 is to provide an ove e of signifi-
cant contributions to the genoral problem of d linquency, within the
scope of the specific areas covered in the study as delineated in
Chapter One g
For the purpose of understanding the relevance of the boys'
a titudes to their delinquency it oroved advisable to examine so 0
the theories of delinquency to nrovide a frame of rete nee within
which to assess the role ot attitudes. BaCkgroWld informat on was 0
tained through a study of social work, psychological and sociological
literature of the last tive years.
Logical ordering ot the material indicated the sirability of
dividing the theories to be used into three main categoriesa nviron-
mental, ps,ychological and organic or constitutional Subsume unde
thea division are concepts of delinquency oriented to each specific
heading 0
The final task of the chapter is to present a sampling of th
current thinkinp, regarding trGatment--as it affects and is atfe ted by
the attitudes studiedlt
Theori<?5 !?!. Delinquency
In considering the theories of delinquency, it las decided to
refer to the inter-relatt2d aspects of these theorie and delinquency
rather than to treat them as explanations of cause • A definite
Environ.mantal Theori s
ens
21
d fre t relat10&6~""",", h s not n conclus ly stablis do
Enviro ntal theorie include those hypothe es or linqu ncy
ich otter the milieu or the child as the primary influential f'actor
in his deviant behavior. ~ i thin this rramework, r gr up lation
ship and community relationships will be xamined in the light of
attitudes by which they are influenc d as ell as those they engend 0
.E!!! Group ~elationshiE!
The lite:rature on juvenile delinquency sugg sts that an under-
sanding of peer group relationships is essential to the up.derstanding
of the problemo 'There is agre ment among some thea. sts tha peer
acceptance is the prLme motivat1n~ factor tor behavior 1 Acco ing to
BazTon, peer groups a often cla sified in the same category \'11 h
family and the neighborhood, and are considered as primary groups 0 2
One or the widely accepted theories of delinquen~y state q 1te
specifically that the concept of cultural conflict is a major deter-
minant of human behavior tdthin a. given set of conduct norms 0.3
According to this theory, the norms of the immediate group supercede
those of the larger society because of the increased accessibility,
in the smaller group to the rewards of status and i entitication
Delinquency results, according to Elliott, when there i a. clash or
cultures of different sub groupSo4
Proponents of this ta'1eory do not see delinquency a a sult ot
an absence of norms, but s the expl"Elssion of a. particular su eultUl'8 ,
wi.th its ow norms~ in conflict with the norms of the dominant group 0
H d
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Polsky oted tha a pe r 00 1 yst
inter at ng influ nc, d 0 m r ho influent! 3t f cl1n1 1
sic P Misfind their most effectiva weapons 0 Starting from th
thought to be, the daily social experlenc or boys and
the roles ey played in Cotta SiX as the dominant tore. Th
position and sta u of ach boy within his livin,; group pro d mor
important than aecep anca qy professional staff $
Pol ky's illustration s an example of the theory of di.fie n
tial association which ha as i~s main concept the id a that lin-
quenta learn their values and b havio through association with
delinquency and isolation from non-delinquent valu s It is ithln
such a frame work that critics of institutional care for elinquents
of constant. and exclusive contact, "'hey argu.e that sine deli uen
learn delinquent oohavior ",Jhen ~l-}ey are isolat d s a group, oup
gregation accomplishes little by w83 of rehabilitation.
The proponents of liB school of thought emph ize the positi
aspects of retul"ning a delinq ent to the community \There und rae
ful supervision. he may learn socially cceptable behavior0
According to Harold Wo Plautz, violent adolescent gang beha 10
should be vie ed in terms of collecti e ehavioral theory and should
be seen as an exp:ress':ve crOlld behavioro Gang violence, he fa 1s,
will disappear only when conmmni.ties provi statue! and opportuniti
for the underprivJ.leged se~ent of their population/)6
One emphasis in studying the g g i on the sub ultu of youth,
which is said to provide den as to adol se nts for oping i th the
2)
ondi'~ ons of life in our Bocie :Yo It pr Vide S 0 self sting
reconnaisance, searching for 1dentity, go surnval and gro h d
self-esteemo7
~mmunitl Relationships
The title of Barronts book, !!!- iuvenile ~ Delinquent 50c1 tl9
~plies conrn~ity responsibility for the velfare of 11 i mbers
"The theory of a delinquent society implies that society
plays an incredibly greater role in making the individual ju
venile de?Jinquent than the indivi.dual freely determin fa
himself "
Barron also states that much of the problem or JU enile delin-
quency can be understood within th framework of the biguou age,
status of the juvenil in .America 9
This point has bee dealt with by Sorenson, uho listed a one 0
the stress s atfectinp, youth the di continuities betw' n ge groups
d generations 0 Wh t society expects of one gener tion 1 no
the e pected pa tern of the au ceeding generationo The re ul un=-
p dictability creates potential lack of continuity betw en 0
mat generation and the next, which he calls a "gene tion g po
The widely diva gent parspectives of different ages at the same time
are referred to 8S U age group gaps 0"
Gene ation gaps are especially pronounced, he said, in thi
country', where in pite of ce tain general expect tionss the lac '" of
precise role definition influence the child-rearing practices to th
e nt that tJ1e is a grea.t tendency either to k ep youth "too young"
or make them "prematurely" adultso10
Another factor bearing on th problem of stresses to hieb
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01 scants are subject is + e p e of oe al change 0 Today
youth have relativeJ,y little rtainty in th ir lite situatio
social institutions, technologies and outlook on life all not
only different from te years ago but are in a constantly dynamic
state 0 Almost the only ce ainty for youth today. this view a se
is that their orld will change drastically.ll
,
The accelerated tempo of current life tends to make both the nast
and the future increasingly distant trom the present. A this haopensJ'
one of the sults is the questioning or the usefulness of lmowl dge
handed down from one generation to the next 0 Sorenson maintains that
the lack of assurance ot applicability ot knowledge thus transmitted
puts youth into the untenable positioD of being fore d prematur 1y,
to decide betw en sets ot values.12
One app oach to delinquency emphasizes "status privationon13
As our society has groWll:J 80ne egments of it have qui d ri
81th, social presti or s me oth r symbols of preferred status
Th values and goal have become recognized s "middle class v: lue ft
and are accepted by the largest p oportion of our society. When ado
le cents are frustrated, by circumstances they are powerless to change,
in their attempts to realize middle clas goals, delinquency frequ nt_y
sults.14
tfDelinquent subculture is a reaction to the gap betw en aspi a-
tion and opportunities to realize the •nIS In his study of l:Lnquent
subcultures, Spergelts central hypothesis as that linquent s b-
cui ures develop from the va...."7ing n ture and extent of opportunitie
available to :'louths of lo't'Jer-elass neir)1borhoods by which to achie e
cUlturally induced success goalSol6
2.5
J ck on Toby, in hi · or Cloward an Ohlin' s th or:!i
Waugh out additional f r c u ti e gent
itl juvenile delinq ney Q In elitioD to th differential cces to
legitimate and ill gitimate opportunities, offered by C10 ard and
Ohlin as major cause of d.el1nqu ney Toby sugge d ~'le factors 0
inadequate socialization, culture conflict, adol scent rebellion and
status frustrstionol1
There appears to be a ten ney not to diff rent te tv en th
total environm nt and that part of the nvironment to which an
wdividual reacts 0 An example of such generalization is the s
mant that "delinquents come primarily from broken horr.es,n one of th
more widely accepted beliefs 0
Before ccepting a broad statement ot this nature, it is n ces=
sary -1:,0 diffe ntiate bet en physically broken home d a psycho-
logic 111' broken one and the relative effects of eachJ d nding upo
the N8ction of the chiloren~ Extensive examination of this part:1 cut.:>
1ar reason advanced as a cause of delinquency has not supported the
hypothesis conclusively, although the eVidence suggests some relationc::o
ship tween the age of the chJ.ld when the home is broken, the
circumstances sUlTounding the break and the con equences to the hildo
Thomas Po z-,1onahan ,found that the influence of the broken home on
delinquency is a composite effect, but one shot-m to diminish tdth th
inc a ed aee of t-he child and no ritical age is disc rnible 18
Another approach stresses the influence of mass med.ia~ au h
1 risJ.on and comic bookso19 F deric Wertham des ribed crime com
1 tted by children, inspirations for which were, he said, directly
2w.ciCo;~able to co C olro
According to Barron the a reaaons children h
turned to comic books ac i vity1 . s curity and th ir o·m .ranta is.n20
The recent mobility and P%'e!f'.ature sophistication of youth
so times cited as determinants 0 delinque~cy Ruth ea an c1 ims
major rae or in delinquency to be that, in eagerness to achie e adult
s tus, adolescents accept artificial symbols or dult life; S 01fi-
cally, the automobil , liquor and illicit sex activitYo21
The schools by the~ insistence on teaching subjects in whi
children cannot succeed, are held responsible for d 1- qu ncyo
IINon chievement da~ages self-confidence, leads to rejec
tion by teachers and classmates' and makes the children vul-
nerable to neurotic and delinquent behavior. Th frustrations
that result from low ma.rks could very easily lea. to some form
of aggressive behavio n22
Bertram Beck brings out-an inte sting point in his discu sian ot
the t: xiled delinquent 0" He contends
arl Ca..lUlot forgive him because ~e cannot f'orgJ.ve oursel s
• 0 oThe criminal and the de .. inquent serve a t agic social
function as scapegoats for the fancied sins of t good oitizens ,
Thus, the segregation rlithin the familyD the seg egation vlithin
the corrmunity and seg... gation by the correctional processes are
compounded and ove laid by the segregation of public ath 112)
The list of environmental factors which allegedly contribute to
delinquency may seem endless. There are today fa propan nts of the
unit or singular causation theory ot delinquency, wit.ll most stu nts
of this problem subscribPlg to the idea of a multiplicity of causes
According·to Bloch and F1yn.l1, the cau s of delinquency ift down,
in the final analysis to the facto_s of motivation, environmen 1
opportunity and community tti1;ude 0 24 Subsumed und these headings
the numerous f ors of h
behavior"
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in rrelatio hip which "a,.·.n_",~
-ly' fr organic and psychological determ1n~
The mphasis on envi1'011I11ental factors i at var ance with th
formulations or &gliah and ~ arson, who see the nnaught1ness" in
children as arising p
ant 0 25
£slcho1ogical Theories
For the purposes of this chapter psychological theorl an are
those explanations of behaVior which S 8S the individualt in 1-
stimuli. These theories are consid red from the standpoint of their
influence on the explanation of juvenile delinquency
SpecifJ.cally, this ction i concel'n d wi.th th orie pertaining
to selt image, attitudes toward tear, authority and £utureo
Self-Lrnage
Roy Sorenson brings out th view tha<& some of the tocal problems
of youth today are centered around identity, an integral part of sel£GO
image, and sel.f-esteem. Identity he defines as "the creation of an
inner sense of sameness and continuity, a unity of personality felt
by the individual and recognized by otherso" Ego strengths develop,
he says, as a result of the "nmtual con£irmation of individual d
cO~'1lUnitY' n26
This concurs with Erik Erikson's discussion of ego-identity as
having its roots in cultural identity 27 Another ot Erikson's !ormu-
lation is that the p C SD of formation ot the ego is a d;rnam1c O~,
"yet the achievement of ego identity is fostered by a sense ot
lBctual and emotional development inter.telated with enviro ntal
continuity
in ito 28
d
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ent and future go licit
Spaci!ic ntion or identity an etiological facto in lin-
quency is made by Sidnay Wasserman, who says
"The neurotic delinauent adolescent has not been able to
make a healthy identification with his mother tha would per-
mit him to internalize his parents' demands fo socially
accepted behavior0,,29
By the very mention of Itsoc:ially ccepted behavior" 8Sssrman Be
to imply a culturally derived ph no non, thus supporting the abov
mentioned authorso
More recently, in the hearings on the Juvenil Delinquency Control
Act., Rep. John Kyle, trom low J. declared:
The most overlo d factor is too simple. or aU th uses
of ju~ nile delinquency behaVior:J the one hich shows up
most frequently is in the consideration or self res ct" Every....
one ants to be recognized Everyone wanta stat • Everyon
wants to be a little bette? -something that is an one elseo 0
A common qy produc 0 personal evaluation is self s
ing to Sorenson, dolesc nts, being inexperienced,
tha feelings and opinions of those in their immedia
vulne 1e 0
nvironment
They have no reserves of self'...esteem to tide them over humiliating
experiences The self' or these youngsters is threatened while it 1
still ill-defined and in its early stages of developnent.31
Further evidence or the sillen y of identification is to be found
in a study of aggressive behaviorJ made by Bandura snd Walters 0 Among
other findings, the authors listed "limited identification with the
fathers" as being influential in the development ot aggressiw beh v
ioro32
9Sorenson ampl1f:Le he idaa ot i ntificat1.o ing
responsible for delinqu ncy in his discussion of lie ion of
adolescents from th ir parents tile hool, 11 ddl class ~ u
and the comnnmity-..resulting from status depriv tiOD. Th sep te-
nsss thus engendered, he said, is fed by the hostility of a lts
and adult inst1tutiona and compound.., the problems of dolescents bY'
still rur--Gher limiting their encounters with adults ne for
clarification of their identity 33
On the basis ot a number of studies of adoles nts so tenta·l;i
conclusions regarding the -onnection between aelfllPimage d soc!
deviancy can be drawn 34 All ot hese stu.dies support hypothesis
that, cent al to juvenile delinquency is a ~k of p cise thinking on
the part of adolescents about, their ole 1.."1 society A Barron has
indicated, the ambiguous position of adolescents is further ggr
vated by the f"ailura of the larger society to provide the Irsans £0
cla ification of ro1eo35
Fear
-
The psychological influence of fear 1as eonaide d by the group
to be a major factor in delinquency. One of the purposes of the
~search project was to de·~~ whether sOlne pattern would emerge
which would establish a relationship between the subjects attitudes
toward and concept of fear and their status as probationers~ residents
of l·1.e.cLaren, or parolees.
O"ar cuitU-<re 'tends to p ac h_gh value on an indiVidual's b -avery
as manifested by his lack of fearo In their desire fa sta ~
the aggressive boys tested more like1y to be con olle~ by fe
causative gents producing the fear. The Rankian explanation dis
than by guilt o They re markedly distrustful of and feared and
avoided situations in - hicb they might have become emot onaily 000
pendent on others 0 38
The importance of fear an underlying C UC!8 of hostility is
widely accepted but the is some difference of opinion as to the
CUS es f ar as the direct outgrowth of the birth
b.V the inf'anto39
uma oxperienc d
A later origin of leur is advanc d by Karen Horney, who said
that an indiVidual develops his "basic anxietyn as a child, \-lOOn h
feels "isolated and helpless in a potentially hostile worldo,,40
From this diffused apprahensiveness develops specific .fears, th
organism encounters more of the external worldo
In Sullivan's vi w, anxiety, the instrument by hieh the selt-
dynamism is structured, is If lways the fear of disapproval' of the
pGrson, hence fear is the foundation on which the pattern or inter
personal relations is built.41
one of the theorie
)1
-......,..........c,ed by Al rt Cohen th t linqu ncy
is a symp om of or method ot c ping with an unde lying proble of
adjustment, follows the Sullivanian concept o How r, in developing
his thesis, Cohen draws heavily r om Freudian formulations when h
says that delinquent behan-or i~ "learned bY' th child, himself',
perhaps through one or more of the.f' liar meehanis of ust.
m.enton42 (Defense mechanism by which th ego de~ <is its If ~om
as lto)
From these sources, all of whom conside d fear to be roo ot
delinquent behavior, the evidence is strong supporting th necessity
tor a better understanding ot this phenomenon and the way it oper tes
in different personalitieso
~tho i!y
Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck considered it essenti 1 to know about
a 'boy's attitudes toward authority because authority i important for
the genesis and establishment of the individual's p ycholor,1cal situ-
tion in the community 0
"Attitud s toward authority are of special importance ince,
in our CUlture, most ir_diViduals experience socie ;yo as authority,
at first through the medium of the family (the parents), later
throup,h society43. agencies (school, church and like socialinstit~tion6)on j .
Controls, those devices by which behavior is ].i1lited, are import-
ant in any social setting, but especially so in child rearingo
r·Jeaningf'ul controls imply the use of authority to enforce them and to
define the limit within which an individual may operate 0
32
A he grows,
o 0 the chil de lops control of hi impulses th 0 gh
variety of psycholo c soc1 1 xperien s, so 0
hich are: (1) the giving up ot infant!l pl sur s t gain
love d security; (2) con cious d unconsci nt c
tion with and imitation of paren 1 ligu s; (J). inC011'O
A. on of par ntal and la r communi -;y stand ds 0 44
Bo ever one of the firs manit st tions of ot· on g 0
toward ul imate in
ing of parental authorit~ 0
co ding t J rsild i he q ti n
bellion to it 4S
He further suggest tha "adol c nt youngsters moving
hen they a% f" to raise question about ir
This is not to be confused u[ th the havi r of a h11d who h s
P'al berg Jnay be th result of seve al . ropor ant C tribut I.Dg
nts • t..h ut l'Ogarding such questioning as disloy Ity# or feeling
guilty about iton46
trol 0 his impul es nhich ceo ding tonot learned sufficient
factors:
First, th absen e or 011e par nt" or the unsui bility o£ vail
able mod 1s which eriously' ham rs the child15 social an motion 1
development; s cond:;l the ck of emotion 1 availability of h
parents, regardless 0 th ...i phy ieal presence; and third th van
ane ·'i· en e standa ~ of the hild a family r ubcultu d
those of the large 50c~etyo In h s vi conflict ith authori ~D
a sult of any one 0 a combination of the above. tioned rae 0 S
is on of the asic problems of a olescenc 0 47
Th ab')snce of apt 0 unsuitability of ava"lable modol is
di u sed in F 'ud' exposit:ton of he oedipal on£1i. t(l48 Un th
en d ci Ul'l'.! tanc
)3
the yom.g boy has no oppO.. tunity for
satisfactory olution or the Oedipal conflict, and bee u h can
not inte nalize his father G controls~ his aupe go does not velop
to the degree :required for o!'timurn social adjustment
The J,.ncrease in juvenile delinquency in cent years is thu
p idly attributed to the effects ot the fathers. ing absent from
the homes dUring World ~ II and the Korean contlie 0
A eond obstacle _a child may have to '- ,rcome the lack of emo-
tional availability of parents, g rdl ss of physic 1 pr sence, is
su tantiated by a study of A. 1-1. Jolmson and 5 A zurek suggas~
ing that. parental inadequacies 'Here at the root of the serious
dis urbancas found in the linquents examined.49
A third fetor Thich Falsborg sees as contributing to insuffi
cient learning of controls :L8 the possibility th t the standards to
which the child1s family or 3ubculture adhe may be a.t ariance with
thos of 1Jhe large society~ in mich ca the child 'becomlOs a socia
linqu nt ,0
It appears that the results of a child's r aling or being
Rmisfit," not ccepted and a part of the out-group" po sible result
of the disc paney between sets of values, are all around us 0 The
hosti ity thus engcnda d and the lashing out at society, as well a
personal't dra: r 1, are common manifest,ation or thG psychic malado
jus~ment thus produced. The most available target for such rebellion
is authont.yo
The finOings of Glueck and Glu ck indicate that 8.mbivalence to
ward authority arises from the fact that although adolescents a.::
g l' to h e adulu at pro C 0
i of n r ieht ning to
Child.S1
g up intern ,
A ccntributing rae to ndol scen' lac. f adhere c
uthority can be found in .th s m dia ~ 11, but 1110
comic 'ooks i 6 subconsciously an 1 d
l:ik ly to be used by' imp ionable young people,
des:i.r ble a titudas and bah : or
ertham ~Ueeet1 s that Ii the cont mpt . 0 law
bru lity of punishment
ode1 0
. p 11 and
by children into contlie ·nth authority and th y d elop a spa ial
indiffer n e to ito"S2
The soc~ ultural a pect of au ho ty is on hie m ts c n
sideration 0 D R".~doll" Dtwik '''8 seta fo th hie' th tIt e
uth i + •an cu. Am- m5S t1 oc atic th
This h cla' 5 is caus c ildJ:an h 'JJ not 1 d
·hat woul enable th m to male major decisions fo d ha~
not Jet learned that demo _ ~ c procedures involve
ontrol and a s nse or rsonal resp nsibility fo actio
H c.i. tea th dam e tization of Euro ..an homes as e .pl of
authorlty . reakdown causing inc..~:eas d dalinquenc.:y 5
While there ,nay e a cor lation ootw en thea.... tuo pheno na,
this does not tak into conside... a'ion t...1.0 possibl f£acts ot "he
S ..o..cul ural factor, such as conomic conditions social ..d phYwi
e mobility and educat1ono
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nd Glu k nt ut th
t tors of t LY lU'e 'OOfirz;ecl", the only 0 th t
to am 1valenc
bOYoSS
liOliiU'Q aut..lJ.ority as he f etton 0 fo th
Such findings re in di.r ct support or psych 1yt c thi g
i
r to h ch
• Do the
authority~ an inte ting problem p sent-.l itself, the
is epan nt upon he th O~ :"ician's f
hich indicates that _s child accepts controls origin 1y fr m a f
of losing parental lOVi h nng learned that certain beh .
the re ~a.rd of approbation while other ctivities ngende disapp ov 1
This was phras d succinctJ¥ by Rous e u who said, "To yi d to fore
(authori y de.) is an act or ne s ity, not or wi_l t the most
an act of prudence~"56 When the individual's perso 1 desi 8 conflict
with cultural dicta .. he sult:tng ambivalence pres ts p ob:L s for
whoever is thus aff c . do
In xplanations advan ed for ttitude of delinquent toward
OUB fectors lack of • other love, parental ject1on, cultu 11 0
tion, etc -~ause the child 0 feel as he does 0 autho i tY!J or
does his inherant pre "isposition to cant adictory attitu as in.fluene
the d"velopment or these afo.. l:\mentioned factors? If helping th child
to clarify his 0 in thinking is a desl d eoal, then the qU12stion of
tiology raqui s an anm .• If, on tho other hand society is con-
tent to deal, as best it can dth deviant atti u ~ ady ¥ 10 d,
'the gument b....comas pura:!v demicG A more complete xplo ation of
hese 1tern~ tives will be dis uBsed 18 r in this ch pter un r
Future
Sine the iJTipe us fo the project c from au 0 ·ti in
field of delinquency, it !as felt at t ctors d important by'
them merited inve igation the at ngth of their suggestion
a part of the study as designed to shed light on the boys ttitud
to ard the future 0 -
In his study of inotitutionalized delinqu nt boy Pol ky no d
"the boys. attitudes toward human activity and tim related in
feelings of unworthin ss are almost intolerable.
success 0
ssary defense lor thea young ters who
The same study brought out that the goals of children are pos!..
that there is little connection t en daily activity and futu
goals 0 1157
Roger Barker round that "one way a child- or an dult-
respond to repeated failure is by aming he 1s succ tul ,,58 Such
tively correlated with a degree of uccess; after achieving rna tery
of a particular task, children are mo likely to an icip te paated
fantasy is sometimes
Anticipated success was discussed as an influential factor in the
overall estimation a child has of himself 0
"Social acceptibil1ty in an intimate group such as school
class requires a high d gree of conformity to group standards
in all sorts or public behavior 0 The first step in achieving
such accept~bility is to set eoals in accordance ifJith th nroup
tandards."~9
In Grossbard 8s opinion areness or the futu is one of the
go 8 most important meoh isms for saling with reality0 Although
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the linquent i 8l1are that e is a futur , it a nebulou
concept to him and not sufficiently meaningful to influence h
behaviora He cannot pOstpone gratification of immediate de ires in
favor of long-term satisfactiono
nIt has long been recognized that the future has little
meaning to the linquent. lIe seems to lack c pacity to
visualize and -anticipate experien s in which he will be in-
vol ed a few weeks or ygoh n •• .He cannot 0 oj ct
him 1£ into the future. n
Grossbard feels that the llnqu nt t .. complete bsorp1iion with
the present and the consequent acting out of impulse is not only one
of the hallmarks of a delinquent, but also one of the main c8usati
factors in deviancy, because of tha delinquent' 9 "lack of ali ness
of the nature of his behavior or the reaction of ot..hers toward it.tl61
It is perhaps, significant that there is Q paucity ot in£orma-
tion on this particul subject, suggesting that 11 tle emp rical
research was round to bear out thes hypothes s For Whatever &Sona
this area has been relati,rely n Rlected, th information cited boY
earns to indicate that more should be known about 16he a titud s of
delinquents toward the future as w 11 as tee relationship between these
attitudes and delinquency, if anyo
Organic Theories
In this section is included information and discussion of factors
within the physical makeup ot the individual which are thought to have
a bearing on delinquent b9havioro
Cohen uses Freudian thinking as a f arne of reference when, eli -
cussing juvenile delinquency. h attributes it to the "native tit;;>
social ~ impulses, commonly called the Id.,,62 According 0 t..lUs theory,
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a birth in 11 peopl 0 I doe ot
~""'10""'· nc I is crimin 1 r 0 the
s. \JIhat is cqui d through
inhibition n6)
Cohen doe. not subsc be to this idea of etiology of d linqu n Y'
exclusively', but emphasiz s the fact that no on xplanation can
applied to all delinquency0
One of the earliest constitutional psychologis s was lIippocr te
wo uggested a temperament typology and a theory 0 behavior lat i8
ory- similar to the current theory of the importanc of endocrine
retions as b havior determinants 64
Building on the foundation laid by Hippocrates, Kret chm9
1nvestigated the relationship between body build and specific Idnds
of mental disorderso65
Additional work was dono in this field by William Sheldon, who
ttempted to identify and describe the major structural campan nts of
the human body and apply this information to the area of d llnquency()66
Sheldon is emphatic in maintaining that the structure ot the body 1s
he primary determinant of behaviorj th t rno ificatiC'ns 0 behaVior
can be made only within the limitations of the bio ogical structure of
the organism, itself
According to Teeters and Reinemsnn, many person 11ty problems of
children and adolescents are precipitated Qy physical handicap 0 Com
nee.tory behavior often develo"9s in such a manna that forms of
delinquency result 67
Another theoryJ that of endocrine gland malfunc ioning, is some...
times advanced to explain delinquency0 The rationale underlyine the
essively ggressive -i•• 'naughty".
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theory 1s ha either hypo... or hn>e o:.gl~",.\4..Iol~
emotional and physical sta.te of the organ! and a thus influent! 1
factors in the individual's avior
Under organic factors is included, too the incontrovertib in-
nuence of brain damage on behaVior. English and Pearson, in ~eir
d1.scu8sion or c!elinquency cite· certain specific injuri s and 11ln sees
which rrequent~ result in
behavior 68
Further supporting evi ·nce for physiological etiology 0 delin-
quency is found in the recognition that di ases, the r~ ct of
drugs on behavior and the physiological changes of adolesoenc
all potential "culprits" in determining, wholly, or in part, the devel-
opment of delinquent behaVior pattemso
T atment
If delinquency is recognized as a jor social vil, mitigation
of the oroblem can be considered of prL'"l:e importance. There is much
divergence oft opinion as to the most effective methods ot dealing
with juvenile delinquents and their problems, only a sampling of which
will be explored he •
Prevention hile it is the most universally' accepted approa h,
is also one of the most controversial.
The supporters of th 0 e of environmental generation of delin
quency advocate modification of external conditions as the most potent
attack on the problemo Plan of this nature emphasize the social
treatment 0
Proponents ot indivi n "'~Nta't!lnAnt can b found ng tho
discipline i
r, ienore the existence ot
long to someone or sa ethingo The need ror love
specially strong" he says in the period 0 adolescezlC8 0
Since this orientation is s entially psychologL al treatment
proceeds with the focus on the indi.vidual in one of the above-
theorists who espous the etiological sali n of sychologLcal or
constitutional factors In this tram of referenceJ psychotherapy~
individual casework or group therapy are three or he cornman d
procedures.
In hi discussion of dynamic t atment methods, Richard Jarvi
t forth some ~~ding !Jrinciples which, in his estimation, are the
foundations upon which e.rr:I successful treatment of delinquency should
rest.69
Regardless ot personal orientation, &nyo working with delin-
quents should" in Jarvis. thinking, recognize a few basic truth :
(1) human person lity cannot live without love, (2) 'lA.l-Ie individual
ht-man personality must co to terms with authoritY' both internal
(the SUpel"'-egO) and external (school, parent, etc.)" (3) a child must
mentioned settings 0 lIe d s not, ho
other forces impinging on the individual, and d linea: s specific
measures to be taken as lmll as t.~os to be avoi ado For example,
when a delinquent returns to his neer group, Jarvis reCClmn nds that
treatment shift emphasis from intrapsychic to the boyia relationship
to his groupo
Another reconmended treatment tor delinquency is to help tb
down to one reality~ and it is necessary for the the apist 0" as
t
note
that whatever sub titu beh 0
uit bie 8ubstitu 70
untort te ymp 0te
ution is required here to be s
ild get rid of
the 8. tim I help him to find
the child adopts must be acceptable not only to society but th
child as w llo There is frequently a temptation, on th .. t of the
therapist, to get the child to do what the therapist thinks i righ 0 71
One important thing to consider in any treatment p ogram i
variety of possible results. All contingencies must e n:l l~ boil
ure hi est-mate or the amount of personal damage to the client.
involv d in giving up certain values against the potential soc! 1
damage" (of retaining thsm) 72
An aspect of treatment th t is not as cQ.'l1lD1only taken into c
sidsration as those already ~ tioned s the potential negati
effect on the delinquen According to Beck,
No matter what the intent of t atment, the of£ende View
the expe ience in sirnpl terms of punislunent lor _ongdoingo
Free-floating p,uilt arising trom long.-forgotten d eds or buried
wishes becomes attached to the immediate circumstan 0 ~li
out therap utic interwntion, this guilt ir.duees etY't-lh1.ch
is . spelled by acts of hostility Society's action, ther fo a>
in b "nging the off ndcr to justice, more often than not .f'L~
his concept of hims-;lf as segregated and adds psycholo~cal
fuel to he fire "7~
Sorenson, too offers suggestions for erfecti .. ays of a1 19
with delinquan Yo He proposes that ado escents be of. ered leisu ti
actiVities, o·~ just fo fun but to chall nge competen
tion of utononvon74
"
founda....
F. ugg ts further t thoughtful adolescent hauld b cour
d to understand tIl meaning and importance or th ir pEU leu
~ a uate role models and 't1"uer public image for dolescants, to
help them clarify their ow. thinking 0 7~
More definitely in 'l:.he' direction of a social pproach is the dis
eus ion by" Peck and Bellsmitah. In their final chapter th8y point au
the value of comunity sponsibility as a wale in preventive work
th delinquency and they feel "therapeutic activities J in the treat
ment ot the child and his parents are importanto Yet no single agency
can assume the lull responsibil1.ty. They state, npsychothe~ peutic
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tage in lit 0 He c gas ults with th sponsib 11ty of provid
services must not be joclcejt-ed into &he position of serving as a stop
gap for poorly functioning or inad quate social services and facili-
tiesofl76
Kvaraceus states too, that delmquency is a communit~ de
problem, quiring the concerted efforts of all community social in-
stitutions to effect any- posit_va changes. He feels that all agenci s
which come into close contact uith children should·
"make a systematic effort to (l) identify and refar thoa
child! n who are vulnerable prone J or exposed to the develop-
ment ot undesirable behavior, (2) study and diagnose prede...
linquent and delinquent childrenos behavior; and (3) u'iiilize
all community resources in an individualized and S1'">\ientitiC
treatment program based on prior stuqy of needsou7
n sa Scale and ell ck Listo
All or these sugge t9d treatment program go -tohlp
the 1ndividual to ma.xim1ze his social functioning e The proponent of
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public financing of uch programs argue that i.r by P nti tech
niques» delinquency can be lessened, or avoid d, the social b n it
that will accrue to all would seem to more-thane»Compensate to 'What
ever expenditure of time, effort and money may be in olVi d
Summary
Recognition of the practical orientation of juvenile delinquency
as a social and individual "problem" rather than isolated phenomenon,
and awareness of the reciprocal dependence between social work theory
and practice served as guides for the focus of chapter twoo
An attempt has been made to discuss some of the pertinent liter-
ature relating to the main consideration of this study attitudes and
reactions of delinquents toward themselves~ fear, authority a.Y1d the
future.
The theories of delinquency examined were those pertaining to
environment, those of psychological orientation and those theories
dealing ''lith organic factors 0
Because of social work's inherent interest in treatment and the
concern of the cooperating agencies, several sugp;ested methods of
treatment were included, as an indication of some of the current think...
ing in this area and~ possibly, to 00 or assistance to those who would
labor in pursuit of a solution to the problem of delinquenoyo
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
As discussed in Chapter I, the problem of studying juvenile de-
linquentsO attitudes throupp the use of the depth interview grew out
of a suggestion of an advisory committee mmber of the .Metropolit
Youth Connnission of Portland, Oregon. It was readily evident to the
study group that the commission' s sug~stion that depth interviews of
juvenile delinquents, as a means of disoovering dimensions for further
study, was a broad and encompassing subject 0 This breadth dictated
some specificity and narrowing in order that the problem could be
studied in a systematio mannero
Selection of Areas to be Studied
- --------- ...... - ---
In the Spring term of the 1963 school year all members or the
class who chose to participate in this project met with the faculty
advisor of the project and discussion of the problem was undertakeno
The advisor outlined the mechanics of the study, pointing out the
duties which should be delegated to various members or the groupo The
group voted one member to act as chairman and another member was
elected to ~10rk with the chainnano These two comprised the control
committee &> Two students volunteered to serve on the writing and edit-
ing committee 0 Three additional members of the group chose to be
responsible for the statistical aa of the study 0 A treasurer was
selected to handle the financial responsibilities such as cost of
reproducing and materialso The \fork charts, minutes of the meetings
So
and work assignment records re delegated to t 0 mem cho n by
vote of the group 0
It was decided by the group that this ould be an exploratory
study in which attitudes, opinions, and ideas or juvenile delinquen s
would be elicited through the use of the de~th intervie technique
As there is an indefinite number of subjects about which del nquents
would have attitudes, ideas, and opinion, it was neces ary to cide
upon the specific areas on ~ h.i.ch the study would concentrate.
All members of the group submitted ideas which 1 ere incorporated
with the suggestions of the Youth Commission concerning facets of the
juvenile delinquency problem ,"hioh mip,ht indicate a need for studyo
People actively engaged in dealing with the problem of delinquency
were consulted. Items of interest and importance as proposed by these
people were also utilized in determining the specific areas to be
studied 0
The tentative plans for t..l1e study were presented by two members
comprisinR the control committee at a meeting of the directors of th
~fetropolitanYouth Commission, Nultnomah County Juve ile Court, and
MacLaren School for Boys, and the faculty advisor of the projecto At
thi.s meeting ideas for exploration ~ere discussed 0 The following ques-
tions '\-lere framed:
10 Wnat does the delinquent think is the best therapy?
2 0 What meaning does authority have for the delinquent?
30 How does the delinquent see counseling-....an authoritarian or
helping process?
$1
40 What fears does the delinquent he?
So \-Ihat aspirations for the future does the d linquent h ve?
Suegestions, ideas, and points of interest which Jere proposed
by members of the study group and people actively engaged in dealing
l'1ith the problem of juvenile delinquency ere utilized in the formu-
lation of the following seven specific area :
1 0 The delinquent's attitude toward authoritYo
2 0 The delinquent's fears.
30 The delinquent's aspirations for the future o
4. Obstacles the delinquent feels he needs to overcome 0
So What the delinquent feels he has to orfero
60 What the delinquent sees as an ideal societyo
70 What the delinquent feels \'1ould be the best therapy 0
It was agreed upon Qy the group that fifteen oys ould be inter
viewed with fiva selected from 1v1acLaren School for Boys five who v1ere
on probation from the juvenile court" and five l'1ho t'lera on parole from
HacLaren School fo Boys 0 The number of five for each group W8.S an
arbitrary decision, keeping in mind the limitations of tin:e and re
SOUl'ces 0 Three groups orovided the possibility of analyzing differ-
ences and similarities in attitudes as influenced by experiences in
these three different situation 0
Crite ia for Selec'liion of Interviewees
-----
Because of limitations of tim~ and resources, the group limited
its utilJ.zation of the depth interview technique in his study to
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adjudged male delinquen'" So Suppa ting thi ci ion, olk st ely
showd that three out of four delinquents referred to the juvenil
authorities ere male Another liwitation placed on the inte we
was that he be fifteen or sixteen years of age, the modal age group
of juvenile offenderso Other criteria for selecting intervie 5
rera that they be of average intellip,ence at least, be f irly comfort-
able in expressing themselves verbally, and have th ability of est b-
lishing a quick rapporto There were no limitations or distinctions
made as to the types of offenses committed or to race and religion of
the respondentso
It mieht be pointed out that with the established crite ia, the
research group did not look for a representative sample of the popu-
lation of adjudged juvenile delinquents 0 This as not a study rom
Which generalizations could be made regarding any specific attitude of
a larger populationo Since the sample was limited, the study did not
propose to validate any overall attitudes of juvenile elinquen s
The focus of the study was to e:h.1)lore and seek ne knowledge egarding
the attitudes of the selected populationo
It was the hope that any new knowledge elicited would indicate
new \'lays of dealing with delinquency d suggest new di ctions and
imolications for further study~
D limiting~ Problem
Following agreement upon the specific points around \-lhich the
study l-lould concentrate, ach member of the group su it d a list of
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questions hieh he thought would elicit sponses to th s
areas. These questions ere utilized in formulating a guide for th
interviewer to use when interviewing the respondents.
In addition to formulating the questionnaire, t 0 mem rs of th
group were assigned the task of devising a schedule n hich could
recorded the responses of the interviewees. This schedule was to be
constructed in a manner that would all0 the observers to record the
interviewee I s direct responses to questions of he intervie er.
Facilities were rovided for recording the observers judements as to
the intensity of each response o The intensity ratinp; was to be in-
ferred by observable signs such as frequency of mentioning a subject
or person, vocal and facial expression, latency of response, and ~
other factors which the observer might think significant o
In recording the responses on the measurement 0 rating schedule,
the observers were orovided with a ten point scale rating s,ystem~
This method allolied for a more exact judgment on the part of the ob-
servers. Some of the questions were made up of mult"ple sections In
this type of question the observers ranked the sections in order of
importance to the respondent o
This type of schedule was selected for use in this study for th
following princiPal reasonsl
10 A means of recording the interviewees' responses was neees aryo
20 The ten point scale system of rating provided the observers
with a means of being more specific in their judgments of th
responses 0
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30 Recorded material on a sche ule such as hi fa ilita
transposing into statistical data for analysis.
The design of the study allowed for a considerable amount of da
to be collected that could not be analyzed These data re peripheral
or did not necessarily bear on the hypotheses. The eroup decided pon
this course because of the exploratory n ture of the study and to
provide data for on-going studies and future comparisons. For similar
reasons, the interviews were taped and preservedo
In delimiting the study further, the group concurred that the
interviews would not know1nglY delve into emotionally sensitive areas
of the interviewees. This was decided for three major reasons. First
the authorities from MacLaren School tor Boys indicated they did not
wish to have the boys from their institution disturbed by the in r-
views Second the study group t<laa in no position to provide follow-
up trea nent if' an intervie",-~e beca1i1e emotionally ups...t as a result
of his interview experience. Third, eoir.g into are s which lIar
indicated as being emotionally sensitive possibly uld prevent gaining
an uncolored response in succeedinp, areas o
In addition to meeting the selection criteria, the participant
£ om MacLaren School for Boys were forced to meet other stipulation
imposed by institutional authorities • '!hey \iere to corne on certain
days and on~ those who had earned the privilege of home visits were
allo~~d to participateo
\'1ith the internatd.ng questionnaire and evalu ting schedul
approved~ a pre-test was schedul do The sUbject of this pre-test was
a sixteen-yeal' old boy on probation from the juvenile eo • Thi
boy met the established critcria for all intervie e 0
When several people are rating some quallty or characteristic t
it is imperative 'tJlat the7 agr e upon tihat it is they are r tingo
Difference in education) personalities, values, as ell as the condi-
tions under which their rat~ngs are made, will affect th mann r in
which the ratings are assigned. However, it is necessary that they
all agree semantically re garding the quality or characteristic to be
rated if the ratings are to be a t all valid, even tho gh th y may
perceive the quality or characteristic differently It was one purpos
of the pre-test to determine whether t.1le questions and scales on the
rating schedule Tiere being interpreted similarly.
other purposes of the pre-test we to scertain the adequacy of
the interviewing questionnaire and the rating schedule 0 111i5 prelim
inary intervie'VJ was conducted also to provide the group with an in.
sight into how the respondent, observers, and interviewer would react
to the interView situationo
Results of the pre-test led to: (1) extensive modification of
the schedule (2) changes in the interviewing process which would allow
greater depth to be sought, and (3), dis ussion of some of the term
used in the schedule in order for the group to reach concensus on their
meaning 0
,6
In revising the rating schedule, the need tor the follo· ing modi....
fications was indicated:
10 Increase in the dimensions of the schedule to allow for more
extensive coverage of the areas being studied 0
2 0 Some questions to be rephrased to allow ratings l.-lhich would
coincide with the intervieweris questionnaire~
30 General questions to be more specific and distinct o
40 Some questions to be combined and others repositionedo
So Add some categories of questions and eliminate oth rso
With the inadequacies of the procedures pointed out and th
necessa17 changes designated, two members of the group tiera assigned
the responsibility of incorporating these chanr,es in the schedule o
Members of the group ~iare given summer assignments ot continued
searching" of the literat~~ and preliminary writing assignmentso
Collection of Data
- ~-----
In the fall of 1963 collective l..rork \vas resumed by th entir
groupo Assi~nents which had been completed during the summer were
discussed and the revised schedule was approved by the group A
schedule was set up for i.ntervie~1ing the boys 'Who t~ere to pa ticipate 0
Institutional authorities, who were to assist in selection of the
boys were asked to make arrangements with the selected participants
and their parents o
A decision was made by the group to have only one person conduct
the intervieus in order that this factor could be held constant, and
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th s reduce the variables tmioh migh affect the in D r tion
of the interviews 1'1as redua d from the originally scheduled vO hours
to approximately one houro However, the int~rvie uould xtend beyond
one hour if completing the questions demanded. The shorter interview
would be paoed so as to gain more spontaneous responses. It lIas felt
that a longer interView was unnecessarily protracted
?hysical Facilities
The interviews 'Vlere conducted in an interviewing laboratory loc <:'l
ted in the basement of the Portland State College, School of Social
lr/ork buildingo This laboratoI7 consisted of triO rooms separated by a
one way mirror which allol'iSd the intervie ee to be observed withou
his being able to see the observers 0 Although the 1.nterviewee as
apprised at his being observed it was felt that this situat·on rould
reduce the 't.ension which might result from being before an audience
Too, the intervieto;ee might be influenced by visible reactions to his
responses by the observerso T'ne laboratory lias equipped with micro
phones and speakers in both rooms fI allowing for intercommunication
when necessary 0 In the observation room a machine recorded the inter
views for use in further studies and fOI' clarification of any mis-
understood responses. The equipment proVided adequ~te audio-visual
facilities for observers and observees~
~eration 2.!.~ Intervi S!~
Each interviewee was £arnili rized with the physical facilities
and procedures to be follo't-1ed o Ench boy was introduced to some members
S8
of the study group upon his arri 1 a"~ th intervi g lora ry
The tape recorder an microphone system as explained Any qu tion
\'lhich the interviewee posed 1'1ere answer d by the in rvi we .J ·mo wa
in charge of the preparation process o All bqys er voluntar,y par
ticipantso Each was informed as to the purpo... of his being inter
viewedo All participants ria e assured of e . ning their anonymity
and any personal information hich they divulge ould be st ct]y
confidential. The volunteers -rere promised no reward except the sati
factions they might experience by having contributed to a potentially
beneficial scientific nroject o The boys were permitted to examine th
questionnaire \i'hich the interviewer would use in talkinp; with themo
.Any questions they had regarding the questionnaire ware ans ered o
It was the purpose of this p eparation and int oduction to red c
the anxieties which mignt result from be ng in the interview situation o
An attempt l as made to c eate a comfortable atmosph ra in hi h th
interviewees would feel as free as possible to give replies regarding
the seven a eas of exploration of t e stud
Som difficulty W8.S encountered in assuring the boys' p sence t
the interview even af·t,e~ careful planning 0 In one instance the parents
had not been previously notified of their son's participationo It as
necessary for the intervie~ler, ,..ho transported the boys to the nte
view, to explain the situation to the parents before they 1-,ould parmit
the boy to leave horneo Another boy, enroute to the interviel-a' U s
cited by police for driVing .:~~ a suspended licens 0
.$9
I.dm1tat_on !!! Inte:rvi w Situation on 0
----
The group discussed factors hich mieht have influenced spon
ses one way or the other o Among the factor conside d re th
physical surroundings o
Factors brought out in the discll sion re not co sid d ig-
nificant o However, there were such ci stances as the occasio a1
lack of heat and ventilation, difficulty with the equipment, people
walking upstai s over the laborato~, and the mi ro hieh allowed
the interviewees to see a reflection throughout the inte e.
Although the boys' participation in this stud.y was to be volun-
tary on their PaIlt~ it must not be ove looked that they came through
official channels -through the oourt, probation office , and coun
seloro As a result of this process some of the boy may hav felt
obligated to participate 0 Thus their responses may h v been influ
enced in such areas a.s their attitude toward authorityo
Particioation by boys from r";acLare 1 School for Boys came a
status symbol for those boys cho en and, too it gav these b ys the
opoort,unity of being B.tvay from the institution for half a day 0 The
other boys received little re¥ard except for gratitude Sho~nn for
thei particination o
Being aware that they were observed, even 'lihoup,h the oOOe e s
oould not be seen Ul1do~bte~ had an effect on the interview es o Too
knowing that th observing group c ntained some omen might llav had
tendency to strict the replies in some a as such sex or 0 her
areas which a boy of this age does not cutomarily discus in the P' s-
nee of womeno
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L:t.mitations of Interview Situation on Ob e
. - ----~
The group discussed several factors which may have influenced
their ratings of the interviewees' responses The uncomfortabl
seating, the acoustics of the obse ation roam and ople alk g
upstairs above the laboratory are factors considered. uip.
ment did not allow for adjustments 1 mch would compensa for the
diile ence in the loudness of the voice of the intervie r and inter
viewee. In order to hear the interviewee, at times it as necessary
to turn the volume quite bieh and thus the intervie erts voice lould
"boomtl into the observation room o
Selection of Data to be Used
It as evident that the amount of data collected could not b
utilized in its entirety in this project Therefor· it was n es-
s~ to decide what data would be usedo Through group discussion it
lias agreed that t.~e data chosen should be that lhich _ latGd closel,y
to the purposes as established in the beginning of the studyo
Each membel' of. the observing group, using one of the evaluating
schedules, marked each quest,ion on the schedule according to his eval
uation of its pertinence to the subject This as done by marking "Hft
vhich designated high periJ-nance or importance II "I~f esignatine m dium,
"Lit desio.l ating 10 , and nO t indicating no importance 0 The questions
rated with !1Htt and nr.f" were chosen to be used in analysis of the dat 0
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Marldng .!:b! Schad les
Immediately after completion of the interv ew e ch membe or the
observing group marked the rating schedule. This marking w s to be
done independently d thout discussion among the observers 0 If th re
were any questions regardine responses in the interView, the obse"
ers were permitted to re-run the tapes on hieh the inte e was
recorded 0
These controls were not strict~ adhered to Some discussion
took place, but it was limited Also all schedules were not marked
immediately upon conclusion of the intervie 1 due to 1.'1 the case of
the boys from r-!acL8ren, one of the observers' having to re ~.urn the
boys to the institutiono In this instance the che ule was marked upon
the observer's arrival homeo
In reference t,O the observer who transported the boys from
}hcLaren, another control problem resulted. In most cases an j;nter
view followed the 11acLaren respondent and thus the observer missed
this interne:; 0 r~arking the schedule for this missed interview was
done on the basis of listening to the tape of the inteI riew 0
Another break-dovm in the control \-lere two instances when pages
were missing from the markine schedule of t·\<10 observ rs, and were not
noticed u.ntil the data '-lara being compiledo In each case the observers
listened to the tapes to gain the information needed to complete these
pages of the schedule o
Inspection of the data revealed that the lack of adherence to th
controls in marking the schedules had little 01" no effect upon the
ratings 0
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Compilin",g the Data
Upon completion of the fifteen interne the r ng sch dule
ere grouped into three catego ie • (1) parolees, (2 probationers,
(3) PacLaren School for ys The obsarv rs we is' ed al h
betically and were given a code letter ace rding to where th i
name . sloe ted in the l"lst 0 l'or instance a cod of"PA 2 A" ~ uld
mean that the schedule was for the numb r two parole # and la mark d
by observer nA" 0
Tables we designed to record the data and all moors orke
in pairs in t ansposine the data fronl the schedules to e da
sheets in order to check accur eyo
Testin~ of Hypotheses
The a.ims of the project l appro che th ough the use or null
hypotheses in the two ma.jor a.rea of. (a) observer reli bility and
(b) the traits attributed to the boys within th =e ~n areas exploredo
The null hypotheses vlere the research hypothese in a much
reliability could plausibly be exnected in a group o'P similarly
trained obse vera in a constant situcrtion and because similatity 0
trnits las expected among the groups of boy 0 This evice, of co se,
allo·s quantitative estimates O' the significan e of similaritie and
dissimilarities in the observers J as w)11 as in the groups f boy 0
The group took as su hypotheses tho null hypo heses of no dit
ference among the obse ers and no difference among the groupings 0
boys rith respect to ach of the seven cateeories te3tedo The e
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sub ~otheses referred to specific questions relating to each of th
seven categories of the study.
The statistical tests used to test the hYPotheses w princi-
pally the Chi Square and Student's t test. A number of other tests
were used as checks~ such as a z, phi coefficient and analysis of
variance.
Chi Square was utilized when possible to take advantage of as
much of the distribution as could be used. But \ he a test of means
seemed sufficient, or where its precision seemed superior, a Student'
t test was used.
In conceiving the research design and in analyzing the data it
was clear that the underlying COllcept ~as one of interaction. ltJhat
was attributed as a characteristic of the boys J for instance s n
inference of observers wit..'l common but varying backgrounds ir.fluenced
by the interview, the interviewer, the schedule, the research routines
and other factors.
The boys in turn exhibited reactions influenced Qy the interview
situation, not only by their usual patterns of behavior •.
Ana~sis in terms of indivIdual observers, observers as a group,
categories of boys, and boys as a group was an attempt to separate or
differentiate as a first approximation, at least, these hipply inter
acting factors.
The entire study' group participated in computation of the statis-
tic under the direction of the statistics chairmano The tests, which
~re utilized, were discussed in a group session in order tor agreement
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to be reached a3 to hich tests would be used Upon completion of
the statistical computat·ons, the findings were di cussed and two
membe rs were chosen to t-lrite the chapter dealing with the statisti-
cal analysis of the findings.
With the first four chapters completed the grouD vie red the
project and, with the findings of the study in mind, contribu d
ideas which seeiT'ed to indicate areas for further study. These idea
~~d implications are collated and discussed further in Chapter V
RAFTER IV
FINDINGS
J.ys s of th
III
sults of thThis chapter i Conca ned with the
data recorded on the observers 0 schedules as expl
The observers schedule was scored by eight ob rs tor ach of
fifteen interviewso1 The reaul s scored on the schedule re then
tabulated according to observe~ and interviewee and various ati ti.
cal tests were performs •
This chapter presents the findings regarding obse er reliabili' W
and ditferences oo\lween the thre6 groups of boys probatione s,
MacLaren boys, and parolee-s in the seven attitudinal areas studi d
The results are presented in a general form under the headings of the
seven areas explored. Hypotheses and statistical "OOsts used will be
found in the Appendix, begtnning at page 116.
The null hy;x>thesis tha.t there as no signiticant difference
among the observers was not rejected for all seven a as of stuqyo
The null hypothesis that there was no significant dif£erence among the
three groups also was not rejected, with certain exceptions which will
be notedo
The findings of this study are based on both parametric and non-
par8l11stric statistical tests of data der! d from the observers
schedule 0 The observers' schedule 't-las constructed in such a manner
that certain traits were placed on a ten point continuum. The obser-
vations were taken as the universe to be explored Two tailed' ats
vere used throughout the study0
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Som traits were no d by ob erve rit -in and i not nd
themse ves to statistical analy is. Th se results will be p n d
in tabular form.
The main hypotheses to be analyzed 8
10 There is no significant di..f£ nee in jUd nt 0
the observers regarding ~;e proportion or g of pon
on the schedule to t aits of: (1) authority, (2) r j
(.3) aspirations for the tut ; (4) hat d linqu nt f e1 th
have to 0 ercome, ($) what they f el they to off ;
(6) what they seas an ideal soci ty; (7) thei id s for t e
best therapy for delinquentso
2. There are no siBTlifica..71t difference among the t
groups--probationers, J:iacLaren boys, nd parolees-- . th reST) ct
to their attitudes in the areas of: (1) autho ity; (2) fea J
(3) as~irations for the future; (4) vlhat they f e1 they haY to
overcome; ($) hat they fe 1 they have to offer; (6) hat they
see as an ideal society; (7) their i eas for th b Sh the spy
for delinquents.
In addition" comparison by stati tical methods a made to test
hethe observers re ponded in me ing.ful, consi nt manne to e
cater,ories that had been sub urn d priori under each questiono
In tabulat ng th esults of t1e observers' r spans 5 alr dy se
lected as v lid, it no ed that in regar to ce in ait the
was a low frequency of obs rver response Unless th r w s an initial
sponse by at least iehty-f'i per cent of the ob rvera no furth r
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te t of reliability was made. This level h 8 b en s gges d in th
literature and seem d a pla.usible b lance in consid ration of Type I
and Type II errors 0 2
T ble I ShOrlS attitudi.nal areas studied s well as the qu stions
within each area that were selected for analysi 0
TABLE I
Attitudinal Areas Studied and Questio
Utilized from the Observers Sch du
Attitudin 1 Areas Questions Used
1. Delinqu nts' attitud 8 3, 6, 8, 10
toward authorit
2 0 Of what are d linquent 16 18, 19
fearful?
30 What Qre their asp:t a 21, 21 A, 2,
tions fo the future?
40 What do delinquents feel 33, 35
they have to ovelcom ?
50 What do delinquents feel 42 43 A, 44, 4$
they have to offer?
60 What do delinquents ee 47
as an ideal society?
7. What do delinqu nts think SO, $2
is the best therapy?
TABLE II
·ty?
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Number of Times Observers Saw ft;ach Interne e
Mentioning a Class of Individuals as Controlling Him
In the area of authority the first question sel ted for eo -
general, 0 his own emotions "
sideration was, "by whom does the interviewee feel cant oUed ioe.,
qy a specific individual, a class ot individuals,3 he orid in
~ .!.! ! Delinquent
"Probation r-tacLaren Par 1
Boy Control Times ~y Control Times Boy ICont 01 jTimes
Scored II Seo d j Sco d
" lll~dU1t1 Teachers 4 6 Peers 1 2Adult 3 Cottage Peers 4
parents 1 Police 2
2 Peers 1 7 Adults S 12 Ad Its :3
Peers 1 Police S
Cottage
parents 1
3 Adults 2 B I Pe rs 4 13 Adults 2
Police 6 . Teachers 1 Police 5
Teacher 1 i staff 2 Pee 1
lAd Its 1
f
4 Adult 1 9 Counselor 2 Police .3
Peers 1 Police 2 Parents 1
Tach rs 1
S Adults .3 10 Peers .3 IS A lt
Teacher 1 Police 1 Peers 4
Judge 1 Police 2
Co selor 1
Police 1
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Table II indicates those persons by hom the obsa~lPC".CI s the
was in a negative sens 0
boys as feeling controlled 0 It is most noticeable th t tho sons
who nlight be considered to have a social work role re l.y m n
tionedo Authority figures w re mentioned relatively f q ntly. It
can be seen that the parolees mention the police mo
the other t 0 groups. This table should be vie d in
whom the boys saw as most helpful to them as discuss d 1 tar in thi
chapter even though the implication of control during the interview
It was found upon tabulation of the results of the observers'
sehedules that only the area concerning "feeling controlled by own
emotions" was selected by the observers above eiflilty-.five per cent ot
the time o Therefore, a test of reliability was used on this trait.
A chi-square test was used to examine differences between the
three categories of boys, namely; probationers, MacLaren boy J and
parolees 0 This was to demonstrate how the boys felt they were control-
led by their own emotions 0 \Vhere the observers rated the trait as high
or medium regardless of numerical core the item was consi red impor-
tant to the bserver and also ~men a numerical score above seven w s
recorded by the observer as "4wo" The re ult ot the test sho d
there was no statistically' significant difference among the groups 0
A chi quare test was used to determine rlhethe observers' rat-
ings on the sample as a whole showed statistically significant
groupReliability 1'1aS satisfactory at the .os level for observers
though the most extreme observer was shown to be beyond the .05
limits 0 4
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di£ferenc B between the aits. The boys w re 5 n a feeling ItO
controlled by their own emotion and by a class 0 indiVidu 1 than
by the world in ecneral or a specific individual
By' inspection there appeared to be differences among th th e
groups of boys in re p,ard to feeling controlled by a clas of indivldu-
sentment in regard to a specific individual, a c1 s of individu
or th liorld in general .An eighty-five per cent or t ter respon
,
dQuestion Six as concerned tnth whether the i t
also However, a chi-square used to test this diffe nc
statistical~ significanto
/
by o~')server occurr d only in relation to "a class of individual
TABLE III
'umber of Time Observers Saw Each Intervle eo E
Resentment To rd a Class of Individuals by Whom He Felt Controll d
Probation HacLaren Parole
4IL:Jpolice2IrJ CounselorsI.3
3
- L::JAdUlts L.:--) Polic 6 8 Peers 6
4 Peers 6 9 Peers 6 ~PoliC I 2
S Pee s 6 10 I ·s I 1 I1$ IAdul.L 4
Boy Person Times Boy Person Times Boy Person ITi!'lEls
Res nted Scored Resented Scored Resented Seo d
•
1 Teacher 3 6 Peers L~lL~.JAdUlts I 6 .
2 I Peers
-I People
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Tab III sho s that t ... NacLaren boy expres e r an en to
their peers more often than did i ther the pro tion rs 0 parole
inte es 0 The boys "Iere seen as showing more -'entment to ard
uclas of individuals" than tOliard "a specific individual" 0 "th
world in gene aloft By observation it appeared ClS th ugh the might
a diffe... enc between th groups of boys egardine th ir e ntm n
towar 'he II orld in gene "alon Ho ~ver, non signi icant chi squ
core was obtain d.
In the observer schedule Question Ei ght canais d of s 1
8ubdivi ion. The observers selected for possible te ting th
of acceptance versus resentment, fair ver s unfair and conformity
versus continu ce of prohibit~d B,<rtivity in regard .' 0 the following
~ s of punis~nt: (a) pnyaical or corporal; (b) S oldingJ
(c) being de ta1ned; (d) \'lithholding mon y or goo () i thhold1ng
privilegas 0
In regard to acceptance versus resen ament, it found tha
there s eir~ty-five per cent or more obser r sp nse on physic 1
o corporal punishment and on being detained. The sponses to thes
traits ,ere analyzed for observer relinbilityo T 0 tati tical tests
(z and ) lere caleulat d 5 Observer reli bility was satisfactory
the .05 confidence levelo The most deviant observer "las found to be
si~i'icant y different from th groupo By inspection it as evi ant
that there wer not sufficient di ferencas between th group of boy
£0 tatlstica analysis
o the " on!ormity v raus continuan e of rohibited
chi uare te t showed that there as a significantact .nty" e
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A hi s uare Vi sued to t t.he ttitud s of cceptanc
on of type of puni hment o The group or boy s whol
nted nphysical or corpornl punishment" most often; t.h n" ing
detain I If "withholding privileges," Ifscolding," and "withholding
money or goods I ere less important, in that order. A po sible dif
£e no t.. n groups rcearding "withholding mon y or material goods"
... d It • thhold· g p.. ivileeestr w s tested by chi- qua and sholl d no
significant dir~erenc s among the group ~
naly: i 0 the boy , atti t des of 'fair Vi sus unfair" to
various types 0 punisl'llOOn°l; sho~led that the observe s esponded to
nphys~ 1 or co poral punishmentlf and "being detain dlJ more than
eighty fiv., rent 0 the timso
A t at of obse era' respons s to the 'i'airne s ver us un! ir
nes " of baing detained, ':'ndicated that the as mo observe1 11-
abili ~Ea· d to thi ~ of puni....hment than to attitudes to
corpor 1 pun hmento
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di£ferene among the "its in the anti· group of boys
this reaction toward the above mentioned ~13 of punishment Th
types of punishment most ]j..ke~v to lead to continuance of prohibi d
behavior were flcorporal or physical punishment" and n ing detained n
Next in importance were ft scolding,11 "withholding privileges." and last~
"withholding money or material goods. If
Also tested in regard to attitudes t01 ard authority was th
question of how closely identified with t ends (peers) the inter
Viettles seemed" It should be noted that there was on hundred per
cent response by observers on this question. A z st on th observer
reliability was used and a significant difference was found beween
mean deviation of the obserwrs from ·the grand mean. This indic tes
lack of observer reliabili·~ A chi- quare test among the th1'e
groups o£ boys led to aecoptance of the null hypothesiso
Further anaJ.ysis was Jr'I.ade of the differences bett'1 n the parole
and probationer scores on~e The scores were trichotomized into th
£0110 dng categories...l 3.9, h...609, 7 10- according to the ten poin
scale used in the observers! schedule with isolate being scored near
zero and close identification near ten. A c..lJi-square test revealed
a significant difference betl,reen these two groups td.th the probation-
ers seen as significantly more closely identified with their peers.,
This particular test illusurates 'the advisability of handling the
findings by finer statistical methods than re generally' us d in thi
study. Cursory analysis d;..d not ~sveal this diffe nco H01- ver
since there was low observer reliability,. these differences may have
been due to chance 0
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.Q!~!!! P linque~ !earful?
The questions tested in regard to fear were Questions SiXteen,
Eighteen, and Nineteen. In Question Sixteen, all responses w re ob
served to be less than the required eighty-five per cent. Therefore,
no further test of observe rellability was used. Ho"reverJ chi
square test or those observers who did respond showed a significant
cliffe nee among what the observers saw as the boys' most frightening
experience. This question was further analyzed by combining traits
into the following categories: (a) Interpersonal Relationships;
(b) The Inanimate World; (c) Feelings About Self' 0
1l chi..square test revealed significant differences bet~!een these
categories 0 The boys were observed to feel more tearful of L,ter
personal relationships than any other factor 0 A test for the diffe
ences among the groups of' boys was significant only in regard to thei
fears about natural phenomena or events. The probationers were
significantly higher than the other two groupso However, the number
of observations was small in all three groups of boyso
Under the area of fears, the question of how important the inter
viel'1ee thought poss ssion of money was, ..las considered. Typologically
money anxieties were treated under n.feu" because there was no better
category in tJ'le schedule under which to consider them. A z test ot
observer reliability l-laS usedc Here again, the average of the davi
stions did not vary sien:tficantlyo A chi-square arno g the groups of
boys revealed no significant difference 0
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Further considered as the extent to which 0 se rs saw int r-
viewees express concern about loneliness 0 Again, a z test s used
to examine observer reliabilityo The null hypothesis as not jec-
edo A chi-square showed that there was not any significant difference
among the categories of boys regardi.ng "commonness of loneliness.n
~ .!!!. ! Delinquent's A6J?irations !2!~ ruture?
In order to detennine attitudes regarding the intervie e' as-
pirations tor the future, the observers rated the interviewees as
seeing themselves in later years in terms of the following personality
traits happy, rich, successful, loved, loving, aggressive, attractive,
intelligent, and belligerent, and their oppoaitea 0 vJhen these traits
wre compared by chi-square there was no significant difference
between the observations noted for the boys 0 The test showed no pat-
tern among the boys as \-lhole as to their future personality t aita,
as listed on Question 21 on the observers 9 schedule 0 However, noted
above eighty-f'iva per cent of the time were the traits rich, success-
fUl~ and intelligent. T tests used to test observer reliability
bet een the "rich versus poor," and nintelligent versus dull" scales
showed no significant differenceso A z test showed satisfactory ob-
server reliability on the "successful versus unsuccessful" scale 0
However_ the most extreme observer dir! red significantly from the
groupo
A question as to future roles lith which the observers rated the
boys as having concern was in regard to occupation, family, future
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school, and military service roles. A chi quare st conf'irmed that
there was a significant difference between the rating of the types 0
roles seen by the observers. The occupational roles re chosen most
often, then future school, and then familY' roles !-1ilitary rol s
chosen leasto There were no statistically significant dUre ncea
between the groups of boyso In regard to occupational roles, Table IV
shows the variety of responses and the number of observers rating the
response 0
TABLE IV
Responses or Interviewees, as Seen bY'
Observers, Regarding Future Occupational ole
Proba.tion
e
MacLaren Parole
BoylASPiration ITimes II Boy IAspiration I Times IIBoy IAsPirationlTineScored Scored Seo dGMechanic I1 Psych010- 3 6 Teacher 6 8
gist
-
- 82 CoP.A. 4 7 Barber 6 12 Veter:l.n- 1
arian
3 Aeronauti- 7 8 Electron- 2 13 Gym $
cal Engin- ics Teacher
eer
4 Architect 7 9 Barber S 14 l1echanic I 7
S Race Car S 10 Hechanic 8 1.5
Pilot 7
Driver
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It can be seen in Table IV that the probation r saw th~~el
in future occupational roles which would quire a higher gre of
training and skill. Converae~, MacLaren and parole interviewee
chose those occupations luuch required less preparation and formal
education. However, the reader is reminded that the number involved
is small.
The observation of the intervie ees t ideas of future roles showing
identification with parents peer, and other adults as also tested.
Because there was less than eighty-Iiva per cent response on any part;
of' the question, no observer reliabil1.ty test was performed. A chi
square test l'laS performed, to determine if there were differences among
tl;le three groups of boys as to their degree of identification with
adult figures other than parents. The differences wers not significanto
Exat1"ination of the identification of the boys t-tlth parents, other
adults and peers" revealed a statistical13 significant differenceo
The boys identified more often wi.th other adults than tolith their own
parents. There was less identification with peers than with parents o
~~ .! Delinquent Think !!:! Obstacles~ !!!~~ ?Veroome?
What the observer felt bothered the interviewee about himself was
tirst considered. This was in terms of physical appearance, mental
limitations, physical prowess, personal appearance, s l£-eonsciousness,
sl\r or retiring personr lity,. uncontrolled aggressiveness, nervousness"
lack of self.confidence. doubts of self-worth, and lack of ~sical
resources. The traits most i'requently seen by the observers to bother
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the interviewe s were uncontrolled aggressiveness and doubts of seU'-
worth 0 These traits appeared signiricant~mora frequently. A sig-
nificant difference bettreen the groups was noted in regard to physical
prowess. The MacLaren boys rated highest, the parolees next, and the
probationers last; however, the nUi'n'ber of observations involved
small.
The question of what the interviewees thought bothered other
adolescents about themselves was also examined. The same traits as
listed above were used and a significant difference among traits ob-
tained for all the boys, though the differences were not as marked.
Again, uncontrolled aggressiveness and doubts of self-worth were
most prominent. Lack or self-confidence was also noted. By inspec-
tion, differences betl-reen the groups of boys in regard to arty of the
traits were obviously not significant.
First exmained was whether the interviewee felt inferior or
superior to his friendso A z test revealed acceptable reliability
betlieen the observers lomen the average deviation was considered thoueh
individual extremes differed significantly0 A significant chi-square
also was obtained among the groups of boyso The HacLaren boys were
seen as feeling more inferior to their friends, the probationers we
intermediate, and the uarolees more often felt superior to their
friends. A chi-square was computed bet'fleen probationers and parolees
only, with non-significant differences. However, when the MacLaren
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boys were compared with the probationers alone and th parolee a10 ,
significant differences were ob'liainedo The MacLaren boys' feeling
of inferiority accounted for all of the significant difference when
the three groups were compared.
Three questions involVing self-conception were also conside d:
first, what the interviewee felt other people liked about him; second,
what the interviewee liked about himself; and third, what the inter-
viewee felt he was good ato In these three questions, the following
categories were considered: (a) physical skills; (b) mental ab"litYJ
(0) personality; (d) moral qualities; (e) social skills; (f) leader
ship 0
A significant difference was found between the traits in what the
interviewees felt other people liked about them with personality
rated hiehest, social skills next l',ental ability and physical skills
were also rated a noticeable number of times. f10ral qualities 8.nd
leadership were rarely seen. The parolees were seen as being signifi-
cantly higher than the other two grou!'s in regard to feeling other
people liked them for their physical skillso It should be pointed out
that the number of observations involved was not greato
In testing what the interviel'IeeS liked about themselves a sig-
nificant difference was obtained among the traits 0 Personality ra d
highest with physical skills and mental ability almost as importanto
Social skills were also noted as having some importance to the inter-
viewees o A chi square test between the groups of boys was used to
detennine if there was a significant difference in regard to the
interviewees 8 lilting their own physical skills 0 This was signific~t.
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The p 01 es we mark d1y higher than the other two group. The
parolees liked themselves tor having good physical skills and also
felt that others liked them for the same reason.
In considering what the interviewees felt they we good at
doine, it was found by a chi-square test that there was a significant
difference between the traits ~ Physical sld.lls and m ntal ab 1ities
we ra.ted highly most often ldth social skills, personality, moral
qualities, and leadership noted in that order. A difference among
the groups of boys was found to be significant in regard to feeling
that mental ability was one of their assets 0 The probationers ranked
highest the parolees intermediate, and the 11D.cLaren boys lowest.
~~ ! Deli quent 2=..!! !!! Ideal Societl?
In order to determine what delinquents se as an ideal society,
the observers considered the question of what the interne e· ould
do to remake the world givan the following choices: ( ) destroy th
world first, ioeo# do away ldth the existing social or geographic
structure; (b) change othel" people; (c) change self; (d) redistrib-
ute pot<ter; (e) redistribute wealth o
Comparison of the traits revealed that there was a significant
di.tferenee betw6en the traits as seen by the observe s, lith changing
other people markedly higher than the other traits. Redistributing
power was also noted as being importanto Differences betiween the
.l" d to be sian; ficant in regard to :redistributing ilealthgroups were J.oun ~
and :redistributing power" with the parolees scoring highest on' the e
two traits o
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What~ _ Delinquent~ as~~ Thera ry for IIim?
-.
To determine the interv-lswees t ideas for the best therapY', the
observers rated whether ~'d hot'1 much the interviewee felt he had be n
helped by: (a) haVing some person listen to him talk; (b) having so
person talk to him~ (c) having money made available to him; (d) having
some adult engage in actiVity with him; (e) thin.ldng things out for
himself; (f) findin~ activities for himself.
Having some person listen to him talk and having some person
talk to him were noted by the observers over eighty-five per cent ot
the timeo A test of observer reliability on the first trait las com-
puted by a t test with a non-significant score of t = 032 obtained,
indic ting observer reliability. A score of t 4029 was obtained on
the second trait, indicating a lack of observer reliability 0 Differ-
ences batooen the groups of boys on these traits war not significant
A chi sqUal e test on the differences bett'1een all the ways the inte ..
vie· s felt they had been helped was significant, with "having som
person listen to them talk" rated highest. "Finding activit..ies for
themselves," "thinking things out tor themselves,n and "having peers
engage in activities with them If were also impor'~ant to the boys
A signiticant chi-square revealed differences bett'1een the groups of
boys in the importance of having some adult eneaee in act!vity with
them 0 Th r1acLaren boys l'lere seen as regarding this as more .import-
ant than the other two groups of boys 0 The number of observations
involved here was ~lallo
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A quast on of 'Who the interne e thought had helped him 8 C
he had been in trouble was rated by the obs r rs witab the following
possibilities (a) mother) (b) father; (c) both pa ntsJ (d) pe s
(8) siblings; (f) other relatives; (g) judge; (h) counselo sJ 'r) cot-
tage parents; (j) teachers; (k) minister or priestJ (1) other dult 0
A chi square tes was significant among the above listed choices
for the boys as a whole ~ Cottage parents were mentioned most otten
counselors next, then mother, teacher, peers, and judgeso The otb rs
ra chosen noticeably le s often In regard to counselors and cottag
parents, significant chi squares were round between the grou of boys
with counselors mentioned more often by the probationers and cottage
parents by the parolees. Probationers, ot course, would not have had
contact with cottage parents since they have not had institutional
experience. Probationers t4'eI'e sean to be helped more often by other
relat1vas and parolees by the judge than the other two groups. Thea
dif'ferences were significant.
General Remarks
.. .9
As stated earlie, this project was an explor tory study utilizing
the echnique of depth intervieW a8 a means ot eliciting new inlorm
tion regarding attitudes of jl.L"Venile dellllquentS., To evaluate the
usefulness of the technique of depth interview, statistical analyses
re made of observer reliab lity In other 1-lords a consistency
among the ratings of the observers 't-lould give some index of observe
reliability. Two measures ot observer reliability 1- :re usedG First
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a crttenon of eighty-fiva per cent or better response by observers
was established to select those questions for further statistic 1
examination. One-third of the questions met this criterion indicat-
ing low observer reliability in two-thirds of the responses.
Secondly, statistical tests were applied to the third of the questions
which met the eighty-five per cent criterion. Observer reliability
was high when this measure was applied. No specific one of the seven
attitudinal areas demonstrated more observer reliability than another
by this test, though there were specific questions for which satis-
factory observer reliability lias not obtainedo
A further analysis was made on the responses of the interviewees,
to see whether there was a significant difference in the responses
among the three groups of boys with 1"eference to the sewn areas x-
plored. statistical analyses failed to demonstrate any markedly
consistent d.iff'erences among the three groups of boys 0 Differences
between the groups were tested when by inspection there appeared to be
differences 0 This was done also for i terns in which t..l1e criterion of
eighty-five per cent or observer response was not met o
Statistical tests were also performed to determine whether the
possible categories into which observations could be scored under the
different questions were meaningful. In general, it was found that
there as not a chance distribution or the traits chosen by the ob-
servers for the boys as a whole, except in regard to the boys' future
personality traits. The expectation that the observers t'1ould ee the
boys as manifesting certain traits more often than others was met o It
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is logically impossible in this study to determine to t extent the
traits observed were characteris't,ics ot the boys or or the observer.
The following chapter will discuss in more detail the conclusion
reached as a result of the statistical analyses both in respeot to
observer r liability and differences among the groups ot boys. In
addition, the following chapter will speculate as to the meaning of
the results in terms of Sooial \'iork as ell as the possible implica-
tions tor further studyo
8S
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CHAPl'ER V
EVALUATIOl~ AND D'IPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND FURTHER STUDY
In this study two primary findings were sought, one exploring
titudes among three groups of delinquent boys, the second ascertaining
the reliability among the observers in making judgments regarding the
boys' attitudes, as elicited by means of a depth interview tec~qu 0
Findings indicated that cer1iain attitudinal areas weI found to be
significantly different among the three groups of boys, but that the
boys were more often alike in their attitudes than llot o In two-thirds
of the i terns the standards of reliability were not met.. in that, fe r
than eiehty-tiva per cent or the cells were marked by the observers.
Therefore, these items 't".l"Sre not examined by statistical analysis
This chapter will discuss the value and limitation of the study some
relationships of the findings to the literature, and implications as
they relate to social work practice and further l~searche
In exploring the seven attitudes by means of the depth intervie
some ne..l patterns and reactions 'V.'ere found, indicating that present
conceptions may need revising and expanding to reflect more fully the
delinquents' world o Ideas of treatment relationships and their effects
warrant re-examination. There appears to be an inconsistency betl:Jeen
the methods used bY the helping prof ssions in understanding and
treating the delinquent, and the child' s conception of his problem and
what he sees as being helpfulo Findings of this study indicate that
further research in all seven attitudinal areas would shed much light
on the problems and the treatment or delinquencyo Such questions as
the differential frame of reference of the delinquen and the element
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Vi d in Chapte II. The inabi11 y for linqu nt boy
to project themselves into the future, as ex plified by our stu ,
can be reI ted to Grossbard's opinion that the d linquent is c -
-
neb loupletely absorbed with the pres nt and that the tutu i
or ociety .llich concern 1ts lt i th elinquencyJ t e in
stl. tutionalization as it exis tod:y, the delinquent. 'W 0 t
world about him, and the ability of the helping p r s ions with
pres nt day techniques to treat the problem of linquency
brought forth in the findings of this tudy.
Som relationship of the findings can be rna with th 1 t
concept and not sufficiently meaningful to influence hi behavior 0
Further he is so engross d in immediate gratification of hi own
s1 as that he i unable to formulate and work toward long tam eoa1 0
(Chapter n. po 37)0 So . on attributes this inability to pr j at
them~elves into the future to the accelerated tempo of current 1 f
which tends to make both the past and future increasingly dilre nt
from the pre~ent (Chapter II, po 24)0
The abe nee of responses by the boys regardine their lath r
found in the study, can be correlated vIith the findines of Bandur and
Walters, who attributed limited lathe identification as one of th
iil.flu nces in the development of aggr ssive behavio (Chapter II,
p 28)0
Richard Jarvis ta s th there f qu ntly a temptation on
th part of the therapist to get the child to do .mat the the pi t
inks is righto (Chapter n, po 41) There may be cl0
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cor lation bet reen this opinion and ou findings, hieh indica
that, delinquent boys are not interested in haVing someone talk to
them0 Possibly they interpret being talked to as an attempt to get
them to do what the therapist sees as being right, even though this
may not be the aimo
On the whole, the literature found numerous dete:nninant of de-
linquency and it is dirficult for the student of the problem to
delineate the saliency and implications of all the findings 0 Find-
ings in this study which indicate a need for furthe exploration will
be pointed out in the following discussion.
The use of the depth interview as a means of eliciting informa-
tion may be useful in future research. Most often studies are made
in conjunction With treatment prog1~ams. In this study, however, th
interviet'1ees were aware of the fact that their responses would have
no bearing upon their treatment, tending to lessen the de gree of
inhibition 0 Many studies are based upon the activities of delinquent
boys and not upon the boys. mID attitudes and opinioDSo The depth
interview affords the opportunity tor a wide variety of responses re-
garding attitudes. Since the observers were not aware of the nature
of tJle previous delinquent behavior, they were able to make judgments
regardinp, the boys' subjective responses without bias from pre-
conceived ideaso This method of investigation was unique to the boys
since they had no previously learned modes of behavior by which to
respond 0
Thou~ the population studied was small, information regarding
the pertinent attitudinal areas for further research was asily
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formulated 0 However, from such a small number, no findings can
considered conclusions and must be supported or rejected by studies
of larger samples of the population o
The study haa certain other limitations. The criteria £0 se-
lecting the subjects were that they must be of average intell1genc
and able to express themselves verballyo This category of boy may
not be a t.ypical sample of delinquent boys and therefore may not ex-
press the general attitudes of those in their group. Howev r th
fact that they are of average intelligence and able to express them
selves, does not in its 1f discriminate th6n from other boys. Also,
they may be able to clearly express the attitude of the nonverbal
boys in their groups 0
More information could probably have been obtained if the inter-
views had been longero Also, more basic feeling miej1t have been
examined if the leval or depth in the interviews had been greatero
l1any pertinent and more personal subjects that might have been pro-
ductive. such 48 feelings about sex, fantasies, d earns, ewo were not
explored0 Some areas were studied but could not be analysed due to
the laok of observer reliabilityo
The factor of lO'frl observer reliability is an important aspect or
the finding and needs '00 be examined further. Much information was
elicited from the boys in each interview regarding the seven attitudi-
nal areas und r studyo The observers attempted to tit th response
heard and observed into a structured schedule which was deVised for
purposes of measuring statistically both the responses and the
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reliability or the observers A certain lack of reliability of
observers was found o In 'two-thirds of the questions not enough ob-
servers l-sere able to make responses6 What factors were operating to
cause this low measure of observer a~eement? Does this mean that
social workers with varying past exnerience, but all undergoine the
same educational training, cannot agree on the meaning of responses
as elicited in this t.YPe of interview? Do social workers have such
a diversity of opinion that, although they are trained, they must
continually need checks on one another's judgplents? Are social work
ers more effective when l-rorking with persons whose frame of reference
and values are more similar to their own? Are techniques of inter-
preting responses so crude that, at this point in knowledge, higher
observer agreement cannot be expected? Does this lack of agreement
among the observers point out the value of havine a social history
regarding the client, in makine a valid diagnosis?
What do the findings of low observer reliability imply for social
work education? Agreement of the meaning of responses made by a
client is desirable in any social work setting for purposes of an
effective diagnostic and treatment process 0 How can canons of reli-
ability be inculcated in the social work curriculum? How can new
techniques, that would enable social workers to be more effective with
clients whose frame of reference differs, be found and taught to pros-
pect!va social workers? All of these are problems which need re-
evaluation in the light of the low observer reliability found in this
study0
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It is possible that the factor of low observer liability
caused not by the socialliorkerls inability to agree on judgments
but a matter of the technique of the studyo In general it ould s m
that studies of this type should be careful to fit response c tegorie
to questionnaire categories. Due to limits of time, only one pro at
was done and at that time the original response schedule und nt
considerable alteration. With more pretests it may have been pos ible
to fit the response schedule even closer to the type of information
generally elicited in the interviews, thereby facilitating obs r
reliability in marking the scheduleo
More time may also have afforded the group the opoortunity to
discuss more carefully each item in the schedule, tvhat its exact m an
ing was and how it should be scored. There is a question or how much
time is needed in order to prepare a group of observers so that the
opportunity for reliable responses is optimalo
The depth int,erview technique itself' presents certain problems,
when there is an attempt to measure the responses on a quantitat
basis. How much information should re elicited? At what point d
the interviewer decide that enough information has been gained in
order that the observers can make adequate judgments? Is there a point
ot minima.l and optimal return on the amount of information elicited and
how can this be adjudged in a depth interview situation? What is the
optilnal ratio of amount or information elicited as compared to the
large amount of data covered in the response schedule? How can the
factor of individual differences among observers and their vari d needs,
spo es
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as to amount of informat on needed beto ad q at
made, be controlled? Would longer intlarvi s inc
liabilit,.?
Though the interne ees were chosen for their hili i9' to 1 te
and express themselves verbally, indiVidu 1 difterena of boys JnU t
also be considered. Sam boys demonstrated a higher capacity in
responding to the interviel'l situation than others. In many instances
boys found it difficult to express themselves in certain ,as. A
result, the observers had to infer much of the infonr..ation. Though
the neoessity ot inference was expected, the were individual diE
ferences among the observers in making inferences.
It is the groupts consensus that low obsel"Ver reliability w
primarily a result of the difficulty of marking quantitative soh dules
on the basis of depth interviews; as well as the semantic problems
which arose in interpreting the response schedulo 0 More pretests and
longer time spent in interpreting the meaning of all items on the
schedule, before beginning the study may well have alleviated sone of
the problems presented. The question nevertheless remain , if relie.-
bility could only be increased by making conditiona more objectiva
and structured what of the social worke 's ability to gree on
jUd~ents in the unstructured setting of the social agency?
It"ollowing is a sumf! of the findings of the study and the impli.
cations for practic and research as they pertain to each or the
attitudinal areas 0
9)
--!! L a Delinguentts Att1tu Toward Authori!l?
In reviewing the bOysl attitud s toward authorit.1, it ound
that members ot all three groups felt more controlled by their own
emotiona, and classes of individuals. The cla sea or individu 1
most otten referred to tiere· a lts in general, poli I peers, and
teachers (Table II, Chapter IV). They we ~ more resa t.ful toward
these c las 08 of i.'1dividuals than specific persons. It> entment
expressed toward physical punishment and being detained than ot e
forms or punishment. The only signii'icai'lt difference found among the
groups or boys 'Was that the 1·1 Laren boys f'elt more resentment toward
their peers than did the othex' two grouos.
To the extent that these findines ar valid, one could assume
that delinqu nt boys do not feel controlled by specific individuals
such aD their parents or PBrental urrogateso It also indicates that
they do not tend to estab~i.sh individual relationships. This tudy
points out that they express most resen·tment toward the group they
see as attempting to control them. Also they feel most controll d by
their own emotions 0
Questions that arise from this area or investigation are these G
Although ey re ent those wan they see as at-tempting to control them,
do 8 this ndicate that these controls are ineffectual? Does it also
inditate that corpor.al punishment d detention are inet£ective? Don
th implication that the li. quent feels controlled by' his own emo-
tions signify an inability to identify with an ego ideal or est blish
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meaningful relationships with oUler indiViduals? Do 8 t ct th t
n tha boy interne d have cent.1.y' co into contac", th dif.
ferent clas as ot authority figures explain their
olopJ.etthey teel most controlled by' their own emotions,
etfect does liacting out' b8 upon them?
This information points up a need for stucl1 s garding
ttitudes of non-delinquent children toward authority. Do non-delln
quent children feel controlled by their own emotions and sent cert n
classes of individuals? Are the controls of non-delinquent 80 inter-
nalized that they do not cc:me into conscious conflict with 8utborit)'?
Another area where f'urth r study' is needed is regarding the t~ ct
that resentment toward peers has upon the institut.ionaliz d child and
whether or not this haa a positiv or negative effect upon his reh
bilitationo
There were less than 8$% observer resnonses in the a ot ~ ar,
h1ch leaves our findings tenuous. However, this does not irMc te
that the observers who did resoond were not mal"..irig valid judgmen 0
This must be determined by' future studies. No significant differen s
we found ong the three groups tested but there were significant
difrere~ce8 found betwe n the traits tested, 'Which were: fear 0 inter
personal relationships, inanimate objects, and feelings of self. Of
these traits, all three groups expressed greater tear of interpersonal
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latio hipS. Also, prob tioners vealed a greater of tur 1
lUJD n than the other wo groups. There we no signitic dU-
f: renee ong the ob ne or group of boys garding th :tor fe
of loneline e.
The lack of information elicited in the a of Ii a.r could be
indicat of fact that boys are hes:!.tant in discus ng th ir
t because it is not conside d a masouline trait in our society
The e%pre sion or fear or interpersonal relationship by 11
the boy might indicate a feeling of anomie and rej ction 17J ociety0
Thi 0 might suggest a lack of positive identification with other
opa m(jlt speculate that boys who have ooen committed to
r·1aoLaren 0 lei have a gre, te tear of interpersonal relationship,;t and
lonel1ne but thi did not prove to be the ca eo
The lack or observer responses in this area miBh~ indioate that
linquent be do not have or are unable to expre s fears. A study
of 1'.ll ~ ot non elinqu nt children might prove tear or the laok
of f ar to be an important factor in delinquency
~_! Delinquent's Aspiration~~~ FutuJ'!?
oration ot the boy-s' future aspirations was ma in an
realistic and if further study re..
otic" ould indic ted. The major finding
Jl8nlbeJ:1I of all three groups had little conception of how
in tho future in terms of personality traits 0
£0
gardin
imp11
the7
n ked to choo ot ttl
groupe cho occupation rol s, school roles, family role , and
m1l1tary rvice in that 0 r. In terms of future spir tion ,
lated to art3 identification figures, there 8 no significant
dLt£e nee found among the th groups, but 19ni.f1cant d1f~
found to xi t in or wh t 1 ntitic tion 1
cho n other 1 , as identif1c tioD figures, cho n rna t
_.'Wv..~_nt:b'. F ntal ii e chosen cond d peers, third
The e l"indings pr nt certain 6U for fut examination
d explor t1on. App ntq an experience in inst1tut on do D not
influence tile boy t piration tor the future, ither in of
onaUty" trait, futw:~ role conceptions or i ntity tigur 0 Th
pon es elic dine ted a vagu s on the part ot th in 1"11 •
garding th future They could n 1thor so h ppy
or unhapw in th.rut nor did th Y think future f 1y roles
important to them t thi . t •
Though of most ofton in rp tea by th boy to
an cillo occupatio roles and a dde vari ty of occupations
.' .
mentioned Does this mean th t th boys see ociety as 80 m te ..
ialistic that onl3' peoUic occupation are meaningful? Have school
and athOl' 1n titutions importance of futur ork d
gaining material {tOods to sue an nt hat future pe onality tra- t
and £am1ly roles become of eondary' portanc? or i this a facto
to found only' ong linquon ? Does the fear of in son
latioDeh.i.ps, XI> by th majority of boys, contribute to
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their inability to make tutur plans in terms of pe anality tr ts
and family roles?
The tact that boys in all three groups cho e as i ntif'ic ion
19ores other adults" parents and pe rs, in th t 0 r# aha s th t
persons outside the fami~ are very influential in the boys' choice
of future roles 0 Urlder what circumstance a per on is cho en as an
identity figure 1s an impo:rtant factor that should be const d tor
future study 80 that the intricate process of identitic ~lon can
used in the most advantageous manner in helping juveniles to make
choices about their future 0
The inability lor delinquent boys to project themsel s into a
future appears, possibly. to be an important factor in l:1nquencyo
It could be accounted for on the basis ot impulsivene s of th delin-
quent child and his inability to establish goals and strive to ard
their consummation. If this is the case, more emphas1e on realistic
choice of occupation and future roles should be an integral part or
the training program for delinquent boyso
A study of the aspirations of non-delinquent ohildren could prove
to be fruitfulo Do non...delinquent boys have a more realistic coneep
td.on or the future? Do they also see the future foremost in terms of
occupation roles? How -important is the identification process of an
adult figure in the non-delinqUentGs choice of future occupat .on?
Theso all questions that oould l:s examined in future studies4
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~ E.2!! !: ~~n9uent~ !- 2,bstacle ~ l!! __
or porticular interest to the grouo, regarding at 000 01
dGllnquents feel they h ve to o:ve come, was uhethe1" 0 not the 0
stacles were of an external or int mal ture. Fin" g i c ted
ignificant difference among the traits. l{embers of 11 three ou
Here most c ncarned by their own uncontroll.ed t eling and daub or
If-\10rth. The 'boys in ~1acLaren ere mo cone rn d about their
ph;y'sical prowess than were the parolees and probation rs 0 All th1~
groups felt that other boys 1 ere also concerned about uncontroll d
feelings and doubts or self- orth.
From the foregoing one might assume that delinquent boys e thei
problems as being internal, and characterized qy lack of self controlo
Thi raises the question as to ~ether there is dir~ct co·relatio
be ;ween r ....lings of worthlessness and self-controlo ould the nhance
ment of self-esteem lead to better inner controls?
The only significant difference among the groups va found in
.l~Laren boys Hho revealed a greater cone rn for physical 0 es 0
This might be accounted for on th basis of the pr 5S" of group
liVine and an inability teO escape tihese pressureso In this situation
a boy must lace conflict Yith his peers, an physioal pro 1 S com
a mo of resolving the conflicto If this is true, would institution-
aliz tion only tend to increase the feeling or selt orthless in
the boys who an physically inad quate? 'fals may point up th impor
an of pi ysical Iitness and thletic endeavol's in ins i tutions for
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tul.Jy understand the implication of these findings.
delinquent boy in the rehabilitat1ve process. Or hould the h-
more eoncemed Wi. th re-ehannel1ng uncontrolledb1litativ process
ggression , or attempt to resolve them through therapy?
Further que tiona arise. Do non delinquent boys expsr:i nce thi
same degree ot uncontrolled feelings, but are able to express th in
ocially accepta.ble ways? Do all adolescents see obstacle in term
ot their own uncontrolled feeling , or is this only an issue found
among delinquents? Do delinquents se~.societal obstacles, but re
unable to exp ess future oroblems in these terms? l-Jhat 1s the r -
lationship between intelligence and verbal ability (the criteri for
selection ot intel~iewees) and seeing obstacles in terms of internal
factors as opposed to external factors? Do less intelligent bqys
project their problems upon external factors to a higher degre? Do
feelings of guilt have a correlation "lith seeing obstacles as being
of an internal nature? Research and fU17ther study' e needed to more
Tile only significant finding in what delinquents have to affe
as in the axea of sel£-eoncepts. our questions did not elicit con
I
crete resnonses regarding future roles. However, certain relationship
were found to be significant in "regard to the delinquent boy. In dis
cussing what the interv1$liees liked about themselves, the boys n- /
tioned the following traits in order of importance: per onality, /
o100~Cal sld.l1~ mental ab"lity and social kills. Me 1 itie
and leadership "Jere mentioned infrequently. In discu sing t lines
of infer:J.ority and 5 periority toward friends, the MacLaren bo..
expressed greater feelings of interiority in relation to their 'P
The parolees were found to teal more satisfied with their physic 1
skills than t'1ere the other t~jO groupsa The probationers f It mor
competent mentally" follolied by the parolees. The UacLaren boys felt
least competent mentally0
These findings could be interpreted to mean that the program t
r-1acLaren is adept at developing the boys t physical skills, which th
boys use in their peer relationships upon ~eturn1ng to soc1etyo The
variation ill the feelings ot mental competency by the three Oups
nd.ght be pertinent and a subject tor further stu~
The fact that little sign:t£icant 1nforu~t1onwas el1cited may
relat-ed to our findings in 'the CU"6S of aspirat:1.ons for the future.
/"
Delinquents ware unable to project themselves into the .futureJ th re-
fore, it seems reasonable to assume that they would be unable to
visualize what they had to oifer0
~~ ! Dalinquel~ ~ !!~~ Societl?
The delinquent's concept of an ideal society Has explored in or er
to learn hoW' he pe:rceivea societyo All the interviewees were sco· d
markably high in the area of changing other people and distributing
power in order to create an ideal society.. The parolees w ra sco ed
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significantly higher in advocating redistribution of alth
power0
This may indicate that lihen eked about obstacl indirectly
as contra ted to asking what obstacles the boys themselves fa 1 they
must overcome, the delinquents project their problems upon ociety
and, in this instance, do not see their own behavior as an i sueo
The fact that parolees were scored highest in redistributing walth
and power, may imply that institutionalization increases their con-
viction that society is a contributory ag nt to tlleir 5itu tion, or
that they are .facing obstacles more directq. A mor detailed study
of a large population of delinquents would be productive 1n determin-
ing whether or not these attitudes are a common factor in delinquencyo
It this is true, methods of treatment and prevention would d to
focus on the delinquent's conception of society and whether h n cis
to see himsel! as a more integral instrument in his mili uJ or whether
society's institutions are meeting his needso
Does the delinquent see himself as the victim of society and in
order to cope with these problems, acts out? vJhat is the meaning of
the dichotomous findings, that when interviewees were asked what ob-
stacles they must overcome they interpreted this as internal (own un-
controlled feelings), but when asked what they see as an ideal society,
the problems were se n as being external (changing other people and
redistributing power)?
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~~ ! Delinquent~ !!~~ fherapy for F.:1m?
In investif{sting what delinquents see a being the best the py,
it was found that ~mber8 of all three groups of 'boys we ra'lied as
responding markedly high in the area of haVing someone listen to himo
other therapeutic procasses chosen in order of importance re:
linding activities .for himself, i~hinking things out for h1ms 1£, and
having peers engage in e.ctivities with himo Since being in trouble
MacLaren boys and parolees nentioned cottage parents as most helpful
to them. Probationers mentioned oourt counselors as ooing most help-
ful. other helping persons mentioned by all three groups, in orde
or importance were: mothers, teachers, pears, and judgeso
One of the most outstanding findines in this aspect or the inves~
tigation is that counselors and cottage parents re found to be most
helpful with mothers considered second blt fathers were not men
tioned as helping persons at all. The .tact that most of the helping
persons were seen as being outside the family may indicate sever
deprivation in family relationships. The fact that fathers were not
mentioned would raise questions regarding the boysl process of mascu
line identi.!icatiollo Does the delinquent boy identify d.th his father
or a father surrogate? Again, a study of the attitudes of non
delinquents would be necessary -Co deJloiermine whether or not these ar
unique characteristics of del:tnquent boys
It seems signi£icant that MacLaren counsolors and parole offic rs
ere not mentioned as helping persons, though court coun, lors were
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mentioned by probation rso Does this indic te at parol offi
and counselors at MacLaren are not in close enough cant at th
boys or does it mean that cottage parents, who w of n nent on
as helping persons, fulfill this need as a result of their 010
proximity to the boys? If tlt1.s is true, has the rol of the cottage
parent in treating the delinquent boy ooen und restima d? It m y
also be possible that boy liVing in a structured situation are not
predi po ed to counseling.
Most interesting was the fact that few of the h lping orof asion
were mentioned as being therapeutic agen~s. Psychi trista, soci
't'1orkers, psychologists, and ministers were not mention d at all
Members of all three groups felt the most helpful techniqu
haVing someone listen to them, as opposed to having someone talk to
them, or having someone engage in activity wi'l:Jl them. It s ems ex
tremely important that the helping professions be more coenizant ot
the boys' desire to express themselves verbally as a therapeutic p oc-
ss and their hesi tsncy in being talked to or given vice. On the
other hand doe s the .1'ae-;; that the boys designate specific pe son a
being therapeutic agents indicate that these are helping persons in
actuality? At the same til.e do the boys' de ires to have saneone
listen to thelll result in the most efficacious therapy?
Conclusion
This has b en explor tory study, the purpose of which
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tt.zofold o The first, an attempt to elicit new information from juv n-
ile delinquents regarding se n attitudinal areas; the second, to
evaluate the technique of the depth interviot'1 0 Fifteen boY's wer
interviewed in depth; five probationers, five institutionalized boys,
and five parolees o Each interview was judged by eight observers
using a schedule which was the basis for statistical analysis 0 Two
primary hypotheses vlere testedo
10 There is no significant difference in judgment among th
observers regarding the proportion and degree of sponse
to the seven attitudinal areas tested
2 0 There is no significant difference among the th e groups
of boys regarding their attitudes in the areas of authority,
tear, aspirations for the future, what they fee they have
to overcome, lmat they feel they have to ofier, vlhat they see
as an ideal society, and their ideas for the best therapyo
Observer reliabilit-!' was low in that only one-third of the ques-
tions on the response schedule tiere answered by enough observers to
warrant a statistical analysis 0 These findings sugp,est question
centerinr, about the practice of 800j.a1 \'lork, as well as methods of
jUdging responses statistically, as elicited in a depth interview 0
It was found that attitudes among the three groups of boys were
more orten alike than different, though there were soma attitudinal
areas where members of the three groups diff'ered o The most signifi-
cant findings were .that adolescents interviewed tend to fear inter
personal relationships, lack ability to project themselves realistically
lOS
into the future, fear their Olm uncontrolled feelings and, in the
area of treatment, desire to have someone listen to them talk.
Findings regarding the seven attitudinal areas, observer
reliability and the use of the depth interview point out cert in
considerations 0 The helping professions, in their attempt to learn
more regarding the qynamics of delinquent behavior, as well as how
to help the delinquent modify his behavior so that his soci 1
functioning may improve, will be interested in these intrinsic
questions not resolved b,y the studyo
Can a depth interview be useful for purposes of quantitativ
analysis?
Can social workers be trained to perceiva similarly.9 material
elicited in interviews?
Can one internet..;, without a social history, be a valid tool
for making judgments about an interviewee's attitudes?
How can delinquents' fears of interpersonal relationships and
fear of uncontrolled feelings be dealt within the casework
process?
What is the value of institutionalization in the rehabili-
tative process?
How can institutionalization become a better tool in the
therapeutic process?
How can society's institutions. educational and thera.peutic,
help the delinquent see his future more realistically?
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INTJmVIEWER'S SCHEDULE
I. A~titude toward authon:z.
1. How would you ct if ·,.ou were in charge at group of boy ?
2. How do you fa 1 bout pun1shmerlt? Ho doe it aft ct other
lmow who receive punishment?
3. When people don't control th mselves, hat do ;you th1nlc 18 ttl
st thing to do?
4. Do you f 1 that people in charge ot things ha let you D1
choices?
s. If you could Q'tall Someone oft" who iiould it be?
6. How do you fe 1 about laws tor minors, such • smoking, curl
dr1 1'0 license:l' drinking, etc ?
II. 2!~ !:! ~eli~tG f!.~M?
1. What 1s the most frightening thing that could happen to you?
2. What makes people afraid?
ou
3 What boY'S your age most atra1d of?
h. Do you feel that everyon is lonely sometime in ~t.fl ?
III. What are their aspirations tor the future?
~ .-.-.. ... F ...... ----
1 What kind ot person do you want to be when fOU get 01 r?
20 Wh t do you exPect to do in the next 5, 10. 'lS, etc~ year ?
3. If you could be anything you wanted to be, what would it be?
4. How important do you think money is?
114
!h~ ~ _,_..t:...~.- fea' ~l!:!!.! ~ overco_?
1. at gs" you most bout your 011.' and o·th r guys?
2 w1lat do you think you friends teel is the most dU icult
thing about RStting ong in this world?
J. What do you think is your biggest nroblem in "Ie s to c ?
4. Do you have any faults that other people notice quite often
that you kno you could improve on?
v 0~ do _~nquents ~ they .2!!.!~~?
1. Wh t are yo eo d at doing?
2 Cl What do you think you could do if there re no iog s tandin
in you.r way?
3. In a group of frl.ends do you feel there are some thin f; th t
you could do better than they can?
40 What do people usual1y li.ke about you?
.-.,; -'"-G...n_t_s .!!! !!~~~i ty?
1. If you could maloo the "o:rld, what is the first thing you
ould do?
2. Wh t could people
with eh othe ?
30 Who do you thin.~
. Sta 5?
all races and rellgio s do to e;et along
the three greatest people in t United
VII Wh t ~ de inguent!~ :!!~~ ~harapl?
10 How do you think you could be helped most?
2 0 What do you think could est h lp kids in goneral?
) Do you like adul.L to listen to you? Do you like to listen to
adult ?
th that you fa 1 h helped yOl?
OmmlVERwS SCHEDULE
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TESTED HYPOTHESES
De11nguents' Attitude.s TowalU ~uthoritl
sue tion U1
Boa: There is no significant difference in the ratings of th
observers in regard to the interviewees t feelings toward baing
contralied b~ their own emotions 0
Ho : Not rejected.
Hob z There is no s1gniiicant differen ong the categories ot
boy in regard to their feelings of beine controlled by their own
emotions.
Hob z Not rej ctedo
o. •• 0& class of individualso
Hoc: Not rejected
Hod There i no signi!icClnt difference among the t,rait
rated by the observers.
Hod Rejected.
Question !2.
H : '!here is no significant difference among the categories 0
boys nth regard to their feelings of resentment toward the world in
P.8neral.
H : ot rejected.
oa
H : The is no sienificant difference among typ s of esent..
o
ment shown by the boys 0
Hob t Rejected
Schedule for Depth Interview
with Male Delinquents
Authority Attitudes
1. Interviewee's attitude toward interviewer over entire interview
I t ! I I I I n \ I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10Cooperative 5 Hostile
Neutral
2. Interviewee feels he can make choices in regard to his actions
( I I I r ( 1 I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Never Some~imes Always
I I I \ I \ I I \ I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Degree of Intensity of Response
3. Interviewee feels controlled by the following: (Rank in order of importance
to interviewee)
o a. A specific individual (specify) _
o 1
Little
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I I
9 10
Much
I
9
( I I \1 \ t'l
Q 1 2 3Degre: of intens:~ of7respo:set=J b. Class of individuals (specify) __
I
10
o 1
Little
2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Much
I r ! I ) f I
8 9 10
..£--....1-1---..l\~~~!--:-l--i~---.l.~--7~)----:~~-~J----:l~~
o 1 2 3 5 MuchLittle
o 1 2 3 5
Degree of Intensity of Response
8 9 10
2.
[ld. By own emotions
I I ! I I I [0 1 t-- I I2 3 4 6 7 9 10 -
Little 5 Much
I I I 1 ~ k I I I I() 1 2 3 4 7 8 9 10
• 5
Degree of Intensity of Response
1--'''' other (specify )I.e.
L ..
j I I j 4 +-+- I ~ I I0 1 2 3 7 9 10
5
Little Much
I I 4
i i I II I
0 1 2 3 § 6 7 8 9 10
Degree of Intensity of Response
4. How much does interviewee think he is actually controlled by: (Rank in order
of importance to interviewee)
r--~ a. A specific Individual (specify )
I I I I ( I- f I ~ I r0 1 2 3 4 I 6 7 9 10
Little 5 Much
nb. Class of individuals (specify )
--,.....
L---L I' J h f- I I ~ I (0 1 2 3 6 7 9 10
Little 5 Much
-I World in generalj c.
'__ .1
I I I 1 4-t I I I I ..L.6 7 8 9 100 1 2 3
Little 5
Much
ild• Own Lmotions
J
I I 4 t
I I ~ I (( I 6 7 9 100 1 2 3 Huch
Little 5
r- other (specify__ )! Ie.
L.. J
k I
t I I
I I ( I t t s 9 1070 1 ---"2 3 t~uch
Little 5
How much ~oes interviewee think others attempt to control him? (Rank in
order of lmportance for interviGwee)
A specific individual (specify
------...;--)
h~-lll-~k-~31-+.-t-i-I-J,.~--Ll-i'it:--.l-I --'-,-
Little 5 '7 9 10Much
--Jb. Aelass of indificuals (specify )
----......-----
3.
L I
o 1
Little
2 3 4 \1---6.1,-1--~-~:--~~-"-"lb-
5 Mucl1
TIJo. World in general
L.
I I I ! I I I I J I I~O--1~--*'2---:l:3---"4!.-.-+-~bL--..L.7--S--9L----J.lO-
Little 5 Much
~ld. Own Emotions
I I I IlL I 1 I I L":-O--1~--2L---,.J.3--,..L.4---Jr'-....z,6--7--~8---9L.---lO-
Little 5 Huch
[ie. Other (specify _. )
:-.~---o.i-~k--l-1-+---i-....,lr-~_--l~I-----J--t l~
Lit tIe 5 Much
6. Interviewee shows resentment in regard to: (Rank in order of importance
to interviewee)
[Ja. A specific individucl (specify ...,;,.,,;,__)
~--i----L2----:.~·---:~:- ...,~~_..~ ---116-
Little 5 Much
I I I (I J~~l..--.+-1o i 2 3 4 6 7 8 , 10
Degree of intensi?y of Response
Clb. Class of Indivuduals (specify __-----------)
I I
o 1
Little
2 3
5
6 7 8 9 10
Much
( 1 I Il-O----li---.J..2-~3--4r-- 6 7 8
Degree of Intensi~y of Response
I
9
I
10
7- Who are persons mentioned as having punishment authority over interviewee?
_____Parents Relatives (specify )
8. ROVI dOGS interviewee react to punishment (rank in order of importance for
interviewee)
l_.J a. Physicel or corpor81
Other (specify _
Boss
Minister or Priest
_Siblings
_____Peer group persons
Attitude
-------- I I ! I I<5-·---1{-~2~--O:3=--4rl--+-1----r6---;;7--,gr-9--1-0
Acceptance 5 Resentment
___Judge
Policeman
---
Does Interviewee think punishment is
Mother
---
Father
---
Teachers
---
Counselors
---
r, c. 4.L.__. World in general
l.----..L I ! t --L I I I0 1 2 3 4 7 S 9 10Little 5 Much
I I I I i I I I I0 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10
5
Degree of Intensity of ResponSE:
Section 1
Section 2 I I I ; 8 I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 10
Fair 5 Unfair
Ree.ction to punishment
,
I I! I ! i jSection 3 ~ 8 ~ 100 1 2 3 4 7 Cont nuance of Pro
Conformity hibited Activity
I I t j ! II I 7 8 9 100 1 2 3 4 5
Conformity Other acting out
I I I I I I Ir 4 § 6 7 8 9 100 1 2 3 Internal PunishmentConformity
50 b. Scolding
Attitude
Section I ) I I I I
5 f
\
0 I 2 3
I I I
li54 6 7 8 9
Acceptance Resentment
Section 2 , ! I ,
J
I I 1
0 1 2 3 4 I 46 7 8 10
Fair 5 Unfair
Reaction
Section 3 I I I I ( I I \ I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Conformity 5 Continuance of
Prohibited activity
I I I I I , ! , I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Conformity Other acting out
I I 1 I I I
, I
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Conformity 5 Internal punishment
[~ c •. Being Detained (at home, school or by court)
Attitude
Section 1 l I It Ii
51
I ( V I,
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Acceptance Resentment
Section 2 I I l-f g I \ ,0 1 2 3 7 8 9 10
Fair
5 Unfair
Reaction
Section 3 i I l~ I I 1 I0 I 2 3 6 1 8 9 10
Conformity 5 Continuance ofProhibited Activity
I I I ( I r 1 L
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Conformity 5 Other acting out
I I I { I i L
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Conformity
5 Internal punishment
0 d. Withholding money or material goods
Attitude ISection 1 I I I I , I I
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Acceptance 5 Resentment
Section 2 I I I t I I j I
I
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9
10
Fair
Unfair
Reaction 6
Section 1 I I I ( I I I0 1 2 3 4 I { I
Conformity 6 7 0 9 105 Continuance of
Prohibited Activity
j I I I I I I 10 1 2 3 4
Conformity
6 7 8 .; 10
5 Other acting out
I I I I
t
I , I I
0 1 2 3 4
Confor~ity
6 7 3 9 10
Internal punish-
._.
Withholding
ment
:e. privileges
'---' Attitude
Section 1 t I I I I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Acceptance 5 Resentment
Section 2 I I I i I I I I j 15-0 1 2 3 4 6 7 D
Fair 5 Unfair
Reaction
Section 3 I I I I I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Conformity 5 Continuance of
Prohibited Activity
I i I I I I I f I (0 2 3 4 6 7 0 ~ 10
Conformity 5 other acting out
I I I I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
_Conform!.ty 5 Internal punishment
c=J Other (specify )
9. How does interviewee feel others he knows are affected by punishment?
Oa. physical or corporal
Section 1 I I I I i I I I t I
0 1 2 3 4 I 6 7 8 -) 10
Acceptance 5 Resentment
Section 2 J I ( I I
I I I I I
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Fair 5
Unfair
Reaction
Section 3 I I I I { l I I \0 1 2 3 4 6 7 v 9 10
Conformity 5
Continuance of
Prohibited activity
~ I I l f \ I I l
I I
1 2 3 4 6 7
8 9 10
Conformity 5
Other acting out


B. Isolating individuals physically
io
always
I
9
I I
9 10
~lways
( L
9 10
always
i
8
I
8
8
I
7
I
7
7
I
6
I
6
6
I
5
5
Giving direct orders
I 1 I I
1 2 3 4
never
J~_1-1_~I-r-I _L--.J -j---1I~~1-~I-7;:1
o 1 2 3 4---::5 6 7 8 9 10always
JL---lI~--!I:---;I_hl-
o 1 2 3 4
never
9
10. How closely identified with friends (peers) does interviewee seem?
"'--__I __...1__1 ..1.[__l r '__....i ' 1
o 1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 8 9 10
Isolate Close identification
JL--Lt_--J-1---!-I--+l--+---;;~-~~~8J-9~-:liO~
o 1 2 3 5 always
never
11. If interviewee were in charge of a group of boys he would: (rank in
order of importance to interviewee)
_____________ give orders
___________ carry out will of boys (the group)
_____________ give no direction to activity
_____ guide
other (specity )
-------
12. Interviewee would settle disputes between boys in group by: (rank)
A. Corporal punishment
.1-1 _-Jl_--.L.l_-J'_~I- ......1 --:-{--...o:(~-:...I_--L.I_~I
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
never always
I L j ~ I II f I I I I
....0--i--J..2-~I--..I:-4--+---!6~--::7--8;;---;9:---~10
never 5 always
D. Talking out differences
1 l ). I I I
o I 2 3 4 5
c. Isolating individuals socially
E.
Never
F. Doing nothing
G. Wi thdrawing from group
10
H. [J Making rules
a. Alone
./ \ I I I I I I I t0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
b. .With group
t I ( I I I I I I I t1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
I. c=J Requesting help
3. from adults
I I I I I I
I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
b. from group
I I I I I I I I I L-a 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
c. other (specify )
13. When angry, interviewee says he (rank in order of importance to interviewee)
[ja. talks
I l I I I I I I I I
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
[Jb. acts
J I I I I I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 r: 9 10(.)
never 5 always
rJ c. suppresses I I , I II I I I I I
0 1 2 3 4 I 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
Ode sublimates
I I I I I I I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
De. other (specify )
14. Observer feels when angry interviewee would (rank in order of importance
to interviewee)
Oa. talk 11.
I I i I I I I0 1 2 3 4 I I I6 7 8 9 10never 5 always
Db. act
I ! I I I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10never 5 always
i~~l c. Suppress
! I I I I I i I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
Ode sublimate
I I I I I I J I I I,0 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 10
never 5 always
[le. other (specify )
15. How does interviewee feel about laws regardine minors
Oa. curfew
I I I I I I I J !0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 10
Fair 5 Unfair
I f ! t I I i I I I
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of response
Db. smoking
I I II I ! I I I t
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
fair 5 unfair
I I I I I I I i !I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of response
Dc. driving I I I I I'i ! I I 6 7 8 9 100 1 2 3 4
unfairfair 5
j I ! I I I I I I I I6 7 8 9 100 1 2 3 4
5
Intensity of response
Ode drinking
I I I I I II I I I 6 7 8 9 100 1 2 3 4 unfair
fair 5
12.
j I I I i I, I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of response
De. school attendance
i I I I I I I I ~ I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 10
fair 5 unfair
I I I 1 I I I I I I0 1 2 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of response
[]f. other (specify )
FEARS
16. Interviewee's most frightening experience put in terms of: (rank in order of
importance to interviewee)
Oa. People (social environment) II I I I , I I I I t Io 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
I I I I J I I I I I I0 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
Db. Natural phenomena
t IJ I I I , , I I I0 1 2 3 4 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
J I f I I I I I I t I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 10
5
Intensity of Response
[:c. Man made Environment
I I I I
,
f I I
I I I
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9
10
never 5
always
J I I I I i I I I f I6 7 8 9 100 1 2 3 4 5
Intensity of Response
13.
c=Jd. Supernatural
I I I
o 1 2
never
3
. I
!
4 I
5
8
I I
9 10
always
o 1 2 3 4
t----l-I _1:---~1_...J..1__L
6 '7 0 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
5
~b---ti~-2J-1--~_-L.4-_io--t--~!---8.l-1-~J--1~lo-
5
Intensity of response
Own uncontrolled feelings
I I l~.-...I_..!-I~_-L.I_J I 1 1_o 1 2 3 4 6 7----8---9--10
never 5 always
~~-....Ll-~~I----!--4-'-'-4--tl----j--~I---!--1-:....lo-
5
Intensity of response
c=Jg. Uncontrolled feelings of other person (specify -------------------->
6 I 1 ~ ~ , J JI-------~-~--+-llo-
never 5 always
--~--!I---~I---!--J:----I--~Jio--j---~~--J--1b-
5
Intensity of response
..~_.--..,;~--~L----!---~----i,-~!-~J---s..k--~ io
nev~r 5 always
o h. Other (speCify-J__..l-------)
5
Intensity of Response
o 1
l
2 3 4 6 7 8
9 10
14.
17. Interviewee feels other boys are afraid of (rank in order of importance
to interviewee)
oa, People (social environment)
I I I ! I I I h I0 ·1 2 3 4 6 7 9 10never 5 alwaysI I I I I I I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
Db, Natural phenomena
1I I I I , I I I 100 1 2 3 4 6 7 9
never 5 always
I I I I ~ I b I 160 1 2 3 4 7 9
5
Intensity of response
Dc. Man made environment
I I I I LI I , I I
106 7 8 90 1 2 3 4
alwaysnever 5
I i ~ ~ i J I I I I 1r6 7 8 90
5
Intensity of response
Ode Supernatural
i I I I I lb-I I I ! 8 96 7o 1 2 3
always5never
I i i I I I 16-!a I 6 7 8 91 2
5
Intensity of Response
De. Own bodily damage
I I I t I II I I , ,
6 7 8 9 10
0 1 2 3 4 5 alwaysnever
LI I I f II I I I I 6 7 8 9 100 1 2 3 4
5
Intensity of Response
15.
I I I
8 9 10
always
I I io8 9
76
5
Own uncontolled feelings
I I I I I
o 1 2 3 4
never
~-~i-~~-x-j-4+-'----l-I-~
5
Intensity of Response
Uncontrolled feelings of other person (specify )
J I I , I I ~ , I1 2 I3 4 6 8 9 10
never 5 always
a i ~ I I ~ ~ h ~ io3 4
5
Intensity of Response
Dh. Other (specify )I j I I I t J § t 1100 1 2 3 4
never 5 always
J I I I I l II I ~ I0 1 2 3 4 7 8 10
5
Intensity of Response
18. How important does Interviewee think possession of money is?
I 1
I ! I J I I! I 1'00 2 3 6 8 9
no importance 5 of supreme importance
I i I I ! J J I I I0 2 3 4 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
19. How common does interviewee think loneliness is?
I I I I I J I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 10
very unusual 5 very common
20. Degree of fearfulness whown by interviewee to interview situation
I I I I I I 1 I I I
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8
9 10
none 5
high
ASPIRATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
21. Interviewee sees himself in later years in terms of
Personality traits (rank in order of importance to interviewee)
16
[Ja.
...1__' 1__, --''--1_---I1--._.l...,1_--.&...1_--:-1_--!",I~
o 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 10
happy 5 unhappy
..:.J---':"l---..l:-!-~~-~l--i~--Ll-~;-~~-~~-~io:::---
successful 5 unsuccessful
5
Dc.
!
....J--..J.i----!'1-~~---=-1--I---g
rich 7 8 9 10poor
[Jd. ..;.~--..L..i--..&.i-~;--l----I---~---+'_---J.~-~~----:l~lo-
loved 5 unloved
-!.ci--Ll--+~---+~-~~ ---r-/--~--~---+~-~~ -~l~IO-
5 unlovingloving
I f t I I _--LI_~I~--:I~--:t91---:il-
-!.--....!----!--.--=3----;4:--- 6 7 8 10
o 1 2 passiveaggressive 5
I I I , IDg· ...l.l_..!--.J-'_~1~--t-1-+--k6--t7-S8l99-:li.OO~
6 1 2 3 4 5 unattractiveattractive
Dh. -' I
o 1 2
intelligent
I
3 l_--+-_~~_-+J--tJ-eJ--lla
4 5 stupid
2lA.
..l1_-L_-4-
'
--*-'--jI:--,--t---+J----=-J---;JI----Ill~o-
o 1 2 3 4 5 peacefulbelligerent
Other (specify) __
-ll_.ll_--!-I-4-!-+l-fl-~!;_--:771 -a-J~~_-llo
o 1 2 5
to interviewee)Future roles (rank in order of importance
0 8 •
Db.
Dc.
Ode
De.
occupational (specify, ------------)
)family roles (specify, ----
future school
military service
f · __------>other (speci y_
22. Do interviewee's aspirations 17.seem realistic?
b I ~ I I I I I 1 I1 3 4 ! 6 7 9 10
realistic 5 Unrealistic
23. Does interviewee see desired goal of kind of person he wants to be as
attainable?
J I I ! I I ~ ~ ~ l~0 1 2 4 6
Attainable 5 Unattainable
24. Does interviewee see occupational goals as attainaile'?
~ I ! I I I I' ! ! L1 3 4 6 7 10
attainable 5 unattainable
25. Interviewee's ideas of future roles shows identification with (rank in
order of importance to interviewee)
A. [l mother
B. o father
c. j-Iboth parents__I
D. [Jpeers
E. Clsiblings
F. L-Jfantasy figures (specify)
G. o famous real people (specify )
H. c=Jother adult figures (specify ')
I. c=Jno identifications
26.
J. c=Jother identification (specify )
Does interviewee see himself as being in harmony with society or out of
kilter with society?
.I I L I I t I l I L6 7 8 9 10
0 1 2 3 4 in disharmony
In harmony 5
interviewee see his goals as changing through
time?
27. Does
J I L I +- I J ,I
I
3 9 1063 40 1 2 5 constantly changing
no change
28. Does interviewee appear 18.to have thought about the future?
\ I ~ I I I 1- ~ a L0 I1 3 4 6 9 10none 5 clearly thought out
29. Do~s interviewee think other adolescents have thought about the future?
o
none
1 I --L I Ib 7 ---~~-9J---IO
clearly thought out
30. Does interviewee think othtr kids generally know wh:.t they want?
I I J I I I i , ~ i L4 I !0 1 2 3 6 7 9 10
little 5 much
31. Does interviewee think most people know what they want?
J--..-.---~I_1
o 1 2 .3
little
~!~~"--"~-+·--:..~-io
much
32. If interviewee could be anything he wanted he would be: (rank in
order of importance to interviewee)
Oa. specific person (specify )
Db. type of personality (specify -)
Dc. occupational type (specify )
[Jd. family person (specify )
[] e. other (specify )
WHAT DFLINQUENTS FEEL THEY HAVE TO OVLRCOME
33. b t h· If? (rank in order of importance toWhat bothers interviewee a ou 1mse .
interviewee)
a. physical appearance
Db. mental limitations
[Jc. physical prowess
[}d. personal appearance (grooming)
[Je. self-consciousness
19.
Of. hs yness or retiring p~rsonality
og. uncontrolled aggressiven~ss
[Jh. nervousness
oi. lack of self-confidence
OJ. doubts of self worth
Ok. lack of physical resources
01. other (specify )
34. Do int€rviewee's problems to overcome seem realistic?
( 4
,
h
,I I
\
I 1
0 1 2 3 6 7 9 10
realistic 5 unrealistic
35. What does interviewee think bothers other adolescents about themselves?
(rank in order of importance to interviewee)
o a. physical appearance
lJ b. mental limitations
Dc. physical prowess
[Jd. personal appearance (grooming)
[Je. self-consciousness
.0 f. shyness or retiring pt:rsonali ty
[Jg. uncontrolled agbressiveness
o h. nervousness
o i. lack of self confidence
OJ. doubts of self worth
[]k. lack of physical resources
0 1 • other (speCify_----------)
(rank in order of
20.
36. Interviewee feels ~he m~st difficult thing about g tting along in the world
is due to: (rank ~n orner of importance to int€rvi~w e)
oa. own physical defects
[] b. own mental defects
Dc. own emotional detects
od. other people's defects (specify )
-------------
De. unfairnt;ss in human relations (specify area )
---------Of. lack of material means
og. other (specify )
--------------------Dh. none
37. Interviewee sees future difficulties in terms of
import&ncc to interviewee)
o a. own physiccU defects
Db. own mental defects
[J c. own emotional defects
[Jd. other people's defects (specify )
[Je. unfairness in human relations (specify area )
Of. lack of material memlS
Dg. oth~r (specify --)
Dh. none
38. What faults does interviewee think other people notice in him? (rank in
order of importance to interviewee.)
o a. physical appearance
Db. mental limitations
Dc. physical pro\'Jess
[J d. personal appearance (grooming)
[J e • self-consciousness
Of. shyness or r<.; tiring personnlity
21.
c=Jg. uncontroll~d aggressiveness
o h. nervousness
o i. lack of st;lf-confidence
OJ. doubts of self-worth
[]k. lack of physical resources
01. other (specify )
-------------
39. Does interviewee think he can chrnge the faults he sees in himself?
J I , f 4 ~ ~ I A , I0 1 2 3 7 9 10
no 5 YGS
40. Does interviewee think he can change faults s en in him by others?
~ I I f j l I I I I L1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
no 5 yes
41. Does interviewee see faults others attribute to him as realistic?
L-.L-I I 4 i I ! I I0 1 2 3 7 9 10
5
WHAT DELINQUENTS FEEL THEY HAVE TO OFFER.
42. Does interviewee feel inferior or sup~rior to friends?
~ I I ~ l ~ t , k I I1 2 4 7 9 10
inferior sup rior
43. In what way does interviowee feel ingcrior or superior (rank in order
of importonce to interviewee)
Inferior superior
A. 0 [J ---physical skills
B. --D CJ _____mentol ability
_D 0 ~ersonality (specify traits )c.
D. 0 [] virtue_. __......... ._--_ ..-. ~-----_.
E. -D-. 0 social skills•.. - .. - ., ----- ---_._.
F. -0-. __ 0 .leadership
0 0 other (specity_ )G.
22.
43. WhD.t does interviewee feel other peopl~ likt,; about him (rank in
order of importance to intervi wee)
A. [~! physical skills
B. 0 mental ability
C. 0 personality (specify traits )
D. C! virtue (moral qUaliti~6)
E. 0 socl.a1 skills, .'\":
F. 0 leadt::rship
G. 0 other (specify )
44. What does interviewee like about self (rank in order of importance
to intervi(;\,wc)
A. 0 physical appearance
B. 0 physical skills
c. 0 mental abilities
D. 0 personality (specify trai ts
-
)
E. 0 moral qualities
0 social skillsF.
G. ~ leadership
H. 0 other (specify )
45. Int~rviewee feels he is good at ? (rank in ord r of importance to
interviewee)
A.
B.
c.
D.
E.
F.
G.
[] physical skills
[J having good personality
omoral qUalities
o social skills
o leadership
omental abili ties
[]other (specify )
23.
46. If nothing were standing in h'
ord f i
18 way interviewee feel h ld ( k i
er 0 mportance to interviewee) s e cou ran n
c=J a. be successful monetarily
do nothing
be more loved than he is
other (specify -------------)
do no more than he is doing now
be more respected than he is
be successful occupationally
get along better with people
feel better mentally
feel better physically
o b.
[Jc.
[-:-jd.
nee
r--Uf.
Og·
fJh.
L_li.
OJ·
WHAT DELINQUENTS SEE AS AN IDEAL SOCIETY
47. To remake the world the interviewee would (rank in order of importance to
interviewee)
give more to groups that support the "brotherhood of man"
pressure the government to enforce the constitution or other
legal methods
lO\1e one another
have more respect for each others' rights
Oa.
Db.
Dc.
Ode
fl e • destroy it first
L.J b. change other people
r-"ic change self (specify why )L..1 •
Od. redistribute power
r--
L.le. redistribute wealth
Of. other (specify )
Og· nothing
Dh. interviewee unable
to answer
48. Interviewee feels that to get along better with each other, people of all
races and religions could: (rank in order of importancem interviewee)
24.
(_.Ie. be more tolerant of one's neighbors, friends, and/or relatives
L-Jf. be forced to integrate across racial and religious lines
Dg. other (specify )
[Jh. no answer
49. Interviewee names the ~hree greatest people in the United State as:
(1) _
(2) _
(3) _
INTERVIEWEE' 8 IDEAS ON BEST THERAPY
SO. Interviewee feels he has been helped by: (rank in order of importance to
interviewee)
Oat Having some person listen to him talk
~ I I I I f I I I ,101 2 3 4 6 7 8 9
never 5 always
I l I I I ! j I I I 10 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
[l b. Having some person talk to him
I I ! I I-I I I I , I
6 7 8 9 100 1 2 3 4
alwaysnever 5
.J t ~ I I I I I I I8 9 100 1 3 4 6 1
5
Intensity of Response
Dc. Having money made available to him
i I I I , I IJ I I 6 1 8 9 100 1 2 4 always
never 5
I I t 1 I I I
IJ I ! 6 7 8 9 1040 1 3
5
Intensity of Response
25.
Od. Having some adult engage in activity with him
I I I I I I I I I I Io . 1 2 3 4 ! 6 7 8 9 10never 5 always
j I I I I I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of response
n e • Having peers engage in activity with him
II I I I L I ! I , L0 1 2 3 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
J I I I I I I I I I1
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
n f • jhinki7g things out for himself
I I II I I I I I
0 1 234 ' 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
i I I I I , I I It 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
[]g. Finding activities for himself
J I I I , I , I I II
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5 alwaysnever
a I I i I I I
I Ii I2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
Dh. Other (specify )
-'
I I I I , fI I ! 4 6 7 8 9 100 1 2
always
never 5
J I 1 I I I I I LI 6 7 8 9 100 1 2 3 4
5
Intensity of Response
26.
51. Interviewee feels other boys his age have been helped by: (rank in order ofimportance to interviewee)
5
Having some person listen to him talk
I I ! I r j~_~I_~1--'----:-_~L
o 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 10
always
never
5
Intensity of Response
--6--i--....~ ~-~--~--il----:-~ -~~-~~:---9~1 ---="i,::"",o-
5
Having some person talk to him
I I I I II~~I_--=-I_~I::--~1-~l_
o 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 10
alwaysnever
5
Intensity of Response
o 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Having money made available to him f I I L-
I I I I I 1~--!6~---:I:-~8:--~9-~lOo 1 2 3 4 7
never 5 always
I I I ! , --:..~I~-=':---~I:----;:I_-:;,L.!..O----:1:.......--!-2--:----::3:--~4~- 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
Having some adult engage in activity with him
I
o
never
1 2 3 4
5
6 7 8 9
I
10
always
: ---l--4-~+_+1----.:;..+---11~11~81!'_~LJ_ I . 4" 6 7 8 9 10o 1 2 3
5
Intensity of Response
Having peers engage in activity with him
I
o
never
1 2 3 4
5
6 7
I
8
I
9 1~
always
I I
o 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
27.
Of. Thinking things out for himself
I I I I I J I I I t0 1 2 I3 4 t 6 7 8 9 10never 5 always
I I I I ! I I I I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
Og· Findinr activities for himself IJ I I I I I J I Lo 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
never 5 always
I I ! I I I I I I I0 1 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
Dh. Other (specify )
J I I I f
f
I ~ I I L0 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 10
never 5 always
I I I I I I I I I L0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
5
Intensity of Response
52. Since interviewee has been in trouble who does he think has helped him?
(rank in order of importance to interviewee)
Oa. mother
Db. father
DCa both parents
[~]d. peers
[Je. siblings
[Jf. other relatives (specify )
Dg· judge
Dh. counselors
Oi. cottage parents
OJ· teachers
Ok. minister or priest
I~ 1. other adults (specify )
[~l no one.m.
53. Does interviewee like to listen to adults?
.I I I I I I j f I I0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
no 5 yes
54. Do adults like to listen to interviewee?
J I f I I I t l I I
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
no 5 yes
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Question #8E _
Section Ifl
Hoa: There is no significant difference among the ratings 0
the observers with regard to the interviewee , acceptance and/or
resentment or physical or corporal puniahmento
Hoa : Not rejected.
Hob: •••being detained at home, school, or by court
o
Hob: Not rejectedo
Hoc I o ••having money or material goods withheld tram them.
Hoc: Not rejected 0
Hods •• ohaving privileges withheld from them.
Hod: Not rejected.
Hoe: There is no significant difference between the acceptan
or rejection of types of punishment as ra'ood by' the observerso
Hoe: Rejectedo
Question ~
Section 1/2:
H : There is no significant difference among the ratings of the
os
observers with re gard to the interviewees' thinking, in tems of fair
and unfair, with reference to physical or corporal punishmento
Hoa : Not rejected.
Hob: o. obeinB detained at home J school, or court
Hob: Not rejectedo
H
oo
• There is no significant difference among the categones of
boys with regard to their thinking about the fairness or unfairnes of
physical or corporal punishmento
U8
HoC: Not rejected.
Hod: o. .withholdinC money or material goods.
Hod: Not rejected.
Hoe: There is no significant difference ong iUpe of puni
ment in regard to observers rating of fair versus unfair.
Hoe : Rejected.
Question #8
-
Section #3:
Boa: Ther is no significant difference among types of puni h-
ment in regard to observer ratines of conformity versus continuanc of
prohibited act!Vi.ty.
Roa : Rejected.
Question 1110
-
Roa: There is no significant difference among the ratings of th
observers with regard to their estimation of the degree of identifica-
tion ot the boys wi tJ1 their peers.
Hoa : Not rejected.
Hob: There is no signi.£icant difference among the categories ot
boys with regard to the degree of identification with their peers.
Hob: Not rejectedo
H : Ther is no signi.ficant difference between the variance of
oc
tbe observers' scores and the variance of the boys' scores 0
H : Rejected.
oe
Hod' There is no sien:L£icant difference between the scores given
the probationer and scores given parolees regarding their degree of
identification with their peers.
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Hod: Rejected
9! ~..!!! delinquents fearful?
9USstion #lfJ
H I There is no s· eft • f· t·oa 1.~lJ. J.can d~fference among the c teeorie of
boys with regard to what they see .&.1.as wleir most friehtening experience
in terms of natural phenomenao
Hoa: Rejected.
Hob: •••man-made environmento
Hob: Not raj cted•
• • •own bodily damage.
Not rejectedo
• • oown uncontrolled feelingso
Hod: Not rejectedo
.uncontrolled feelings of otherso
Hoe: Not rejectedo
Hof': There is no significant difference in types of frightening
experiences as ated ~J the observers.
Hoi': Rejected.
H : There is no sienificant difference in observer ratinr,s of
og
what boys feared in terms of human relationships versus the inanimate
world and feelings of selfo
H : Rejected.
og
Question #18
H
oa
: There is no signi.ficant difference among the ratings of t e
observers with regard to their estimations of the importance of th'
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possession or money to the interviewees.
Boa: Not rejected.
Hob: There is no significant difference among the categories
of boys with regard to their attitudes toward the importance of th
possession of money.
Hob: Not rejected.
Question #19
Roa : There is no significant difference among the r tings of the
observers with regard to their estimations of how conunon the inter-
vie es think loneliness is.
Boa: Not rejectedo
Hob: There is no significant difference among the categories of
boys with regard to how common they think loneliness iso
~~~ aspirations £2!.~ future?
Question #21
FI
oa
: There is no significant difference among the ratings of the
observers with regard to the boys t future self-image in terms of being
rich or poor.
Roa : Not rejected.
Hob: • • .successful or unsuccess£ulo
Hob: Not rejected.
Hoc: • • .intelligent or dull.
1I0e : Not rejected.
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Bod I There is no significant difference among the categories ot
bo18 with regard to their future sel!-image in terms of being rich or
poor.
Hod: Not rejeoted.
!be I •• .successful or unsuccessfulo
Hoe: Not rejected.
Hot: •• .intellip,ent or dull o
Bot I Not rejected.
Hog' There is no sigpi£icant dif1'erenoe ~ong the rating or th
a e:rvers as to how they think the boys see their future personality
traits.
Hog: Not rejected.
Question 1/21 A
Boa: There is no s~gTlificant difference among the categories of
boys th regard to tbei~ Qon~eptions of their future fam11~ roles ~
Hoar Not rejected~
Hob: •••future milit~ service.
lIob' lJot rejected.
H00: There is no significant difference among the ratings of th
observers as to how they see the boys defining their .future roles.
Que tion /l2S
-
H : There is no significant difference among the categories of
oa
bay as to how they see themsel as identi.fyi.ng with unrelated adult
figures
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o
ot j ct do
1 no significant difference bet -I en h the he
ro With parents, contempor i (er) 0
oth r ult 0
j at d
t 0___...a..;.;.;",,;;'" 1 3 ~~ overcons?
o
no ignificant differenc among the cate ,;ories or
reg rd to what lx>thers them about tt.emselves in terms of
p iea o
H • Raj cted.
H
o
eking self-confidenceo
Hob Not rejectedo
H • olaeking physical resourceso
H
o
ot j ctedo
H Th i no significant difference among the ting of
to hat traits they see as bothering the boy bout
th m el
Hod Raj c do
is no ignificant difference among the ca gari s or
d to what they think bothers other adolescents about
ms of self wortho
H at jected.
Hob Th i n ignif'1cant differenc in the ratinc of til
ob to tb traits the interviewees think bother ot.he
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observers as to the traits the interviewees think bother other
adolescents about themselves.
Hob I Rejectedo
~ .22 delinquents feel they have to otter?
-----
.QUestion ilIa
HoaI There is no significant ditterence among the obse
to whether or not they think the interviewees teel ir..f'erior or superior
to their friends.
BoaI Rejected.
Hob: There is no significant difference among the categories ot
boys as to whether or not they feel inferior or superior to their
friends 0
Bob: Rejected.
Hoc I There is no significant difference betW8 n th I'JaoLaren
interviewees and the probation interviewees as to wheth r 0 not hey
teel inferior or superior to their friends.
Hoc: Rejectedo
Hod: There is no sif}li£icant dirrerence bet sen probatj.on int r-
Vie 8S and parole intervietfS8S as to "lhether or not they teel in
.tenor or superior to their friends.
HodS Not rejectedo
Hoe' 1'here is no sienificant difference between the 11acLaren
interviewes and the parole interviewees as to whether or not they
feel inferior or superior to their friends 0
Hoe t Rejected0
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Qu stion #43 A
Boa I There is no significant difference among the categor! s
ot boys with regard to what they think other people like about th
in terms of their phYlical 8ld.lls o
BoaI Rejected.
Hob •••their mental ability.
Hob I Not re jectedo .
Hoc 0..their personal!ty 0
Ho • Not rejectedo
Hod There is no signU'icant dilrerence BmoBg the ratings ot
the observers as to what traits the interviewees feel other peopl
liked about them
Hod Rejected.
Question lIm
-Boa There is no significant difference among the tegories of
boys with regard to what they like about themselves in terms of their
lil7sical appearanc80
H : Rejected.
Hob I •••physical skills.
Hobt Rejected.
Hoc I •• .mental abilities.
Hoc: Not rejectedo
Hod: There is no sianU'icant dif£erence among the ratings of th
observer as to \.,hat traits the boys like about themselv s.
Hod I Rejected.
obs
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Question 145
-
Boa' There 1s no significant difference among the 0 teeone ot
boys as to whether they feel they are good at physical sldll8
Boa I Not rejected.
Hob I •• .mental ab111ties.
Hob: Rejected.
Hoc: There is no significant difference among the tinge of t
rvers as to what traits the boys feel they are good at.
Hoc: Rejected.
~~ delinquents -! !! !!!~ society?
Question 1141
H '!here i no significant difference among the categorie of
boys as to whether they would redistribute power in our society.
Hoaa Rejected
lIob •• .redistribute wealth in our society0
HobI Rejected.
Hoc: There is no significant d1£ference in the ratings by th
obserwrs as to what the interviewees would do to remake the world
Hoc: Rejected.
~~ delinquents ~..!!~~ therapY?
Question #50
H • ihere is no significant difference among the ratings of th
oa
obe rs with regard to whether the intervieweee feel they have been
h 1 d. by having some person listen to them talk.
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Hoa: Not
Bobs o. osome person talk to them
o
Hob Rejected.
Hoc illere is no sieni£icant difference among the categor1e of
bays regarding hather they feal they have been helped by h ving 80
person 11 ten to them talko
HoC: t~ot rej c do
Hod 0 some person talk to them. o
H d l Not rejected
H o • some adult engae in activity with them.
H Rejected.
Bot: •••peers engage in activities \-lith them.
HotS Not rejected.
Hog o • ofinding activities tor themsel sSo
HogS Not 1 j cted.
Hoh : The is no significant difference in the ratings o~ e
0 rve s to how the interviel1ees feel they have been helps 0
Hob: Rejected 0
Que tion #52
Ho Th r is no significant differene among the categorie 0
boys gardine wh ther they thirk other relatives have helped them
since they w en in trouble 0
11
0
Rejected 0
Hob o. 0 the judge has helped them since they have been in
trouble
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Hob- Rejected
Hoc: • .counselors have helped them since they h :ve n in
trouble.
Hoc: Rejected.
Hod: •• .cottage parents have helped them since they h ~ be n
in trouble.
Hod Rejected.
Hoe I 0..teachers have helped them since they h :va been in
Woubleo
Hoe Rejected.
Hot I There is no significant d:i!ference in the ratings ot th
ob rs as to who the interViewee feel have helped them sine
the;y have en in trouble"
Hot Rejactedo
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-10" P> 10
1039 p> oS
) 87 p,/ 0,
lod 160)1 P< ooS
o
Chi sq
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J!Uotbeeia Test Ratio Probabill
-
--
section 3
Boa Chi-square 36098 P< ooS
Question 110
. -
Boa s 2.297 P >.02<.01
Hob Chi-square 1091 P >.05
Hoc F 2.3316 P< os> 01
Hod Chi-square 9070 P<.Ol >0001
Question 1116
-
H Chi-square 9.11 P<o02S>.01
Hob Chi-square 109 p>.OS
H Ch1saquare S.)6 P>oOS
oc
Hod Chiao&qUar8 S.36 P :>.os
Boe Chic:oaSqU81'8 4.42 P >.OS
Bot Chi-square 195.2, p< ooS
H Chi-square 49.92 P <.oos
og
guestion~
Boa s .81 P>.10
Rob Chi-square 2 88 p >.os
Quest,ion #19
-
Boa z 1033 P>.10
Hob Chi-square
.88 P >.05
Question #21
-
H t 1.4 P<.2S >.10
Hob z
80 P :>010
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AyPothesis Test Ratio
- -
B t
.19oc p>.so
Bod Chi-square .00 p>J..OO
Roe Chi-square 1S P:>.Os
Hot Chi-square 1.48 P>.Os
HOg Chi-square 8.19 p> OS
Question 1121 A
Bo Chi square 2.10 P>.Os
Hob Chi-square 2.68 P>.Os
Hoc Chi-square 40 0 42 P <.ooS
Question #2S
Boa Chi-square 4.37 P > oS
Hob Chi-squan 7.32 P <.0$ >.02S
Que tion 1133
-
Boa Chi-square 9.33 P <01> 005
HOb Chi-square 2.16 P>QOS
H Chi-square 3.3S P>005
oc
Hod Chi-square 2,216 \)7 P <.cos
Question 113S
-
Boa Chi-Square 3.6$ P >.05
Hob Chi-square 103.73
P <.oos
Question #42
-
Boa z
2.02 p>.Oh< 0$
Bob Chi square
603U P<ooS >.02$
Boo Chi-square
4.12 P< .os >.02$
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gypothesis Test Ratio
-- -
Bod Chi..square 041 P >.05'
H Chi-square 110 24 P< .oosoe
9W=stion &!
H~ Chi-square 10 26 P< 025 >.01
Hob Chi-square 4.86 P >005
Hoc Chi-square 405 P >.05
Hod Chie sqU8l9 61.1 P< ooS
Question Nh4
-
Hoa Chi-square 28.88 P< oos
Hob Chi- quare 13.17 P< 005
Hoc Chi-square 3057 P >oOS
Ii
od Chi-square S9,,84 P<.OOs
Question #45
-
H Chi square 20 73 P> AS
Hob Chi-square 8.42 P< 0025 >.0
Hoc Chi-square 49 48 P<oooS
Question 1147
-
H Chi square 1l.J5 P<oOOS
oa
Hob Chi-square 10038 P< ooS
Hoc Chi-square 163.84 P< .00S
Question liSa
-
H t .32 P >oSO
Hob t
4.292 P<oOOS
Hoc Chi-square
06105 P> oS
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Hypothesis Test Ratio
- -
Hod Chi-square 1.32S P >.0$
Ho Chi-square 6.2.$ P< .os >0025
H
of Chi-square 2.94 p> OS
B Chi-square 3.74 P>.O$
og
Hob Chi-square 48.$4 P< ooS
Question 1152
-
Boa Chi-square 11.12 P <.oos
Hob Chimsquare 7.62 P <.02S >.01
Hoc Chi..squaJ'8 1.99 P < 02$ >.01
Hod Chi-square 19.50 P <cOOS
Hoe Chi-square 15.18 P< ooS
Hot Chi-squ ll4.74 P<.OOS
Probability was obtained from statistical tables in Paul B Hall,
E1emenr-K statistics. John \~Uey and Sons. Inc., New York, 1960,
pp 2li.. 5
